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FASTER & EASIER 
than Traditional MIG & TIG Welding

• OPTIMIZED BUILT-IN MODES for High-Quality Results

• Weld Thick, Thin and Reflective Metals with LOW HEAT INPUT

• WOBBLE CONTROL for up to 5 mm of Additional Weld Width

• Minimal Fixturing and Rework for INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

HandHeldLaserWelder.com       sales.uk@ipgphotonics.com
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Don’t pay twice for your laser gas!
Air Products’ high pressure nitrogen delivery system means that 
there is no need to vent down your tank to refill gas supply. Priceless.

INDUSTRIAL LASERS FOR 
PRECISION MICROMACHINING 
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INSTALLATION AND 
FULL TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT ACROSS 
THE UK BY OUR TEAM 
OF EXPERIENCED 
ENGINEERS 

• NANOSECOND
LUMENTUM - Q-SERIES™ 

Highest pulse energy and
peak power in the UV
• 40W/1 mJ/8ns to 110ns
• Single shot to 250kHz
• Green, UV

• PICOSECOND
LUMENTUM - PICOBLADE™ 2 
Adjustable pulse energy at full 
average power
• 50W/200µJ/1 Ops
• Single shot to 8MHz 
• IR, Green, UV

• FEMTOSECOND
LIGHT CONVERSION
PHAROS/CARBIDE
True single-unit design with
fully integrated power supply
• 80W/2mJ/<190fs to 20ps
• Single shot to 2MHz

�� LIGHT 
� CONVERSION 

• Miniature air-cooled versions
• "Bi-Burst" for GHz and

MHz pulse bursts
• IR, Green UV, DUV

� PHOTONIC 
� �OlUTION� 

WWW.PHOTONICSOLUTIONS.CO.UK 
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Visualisation of Additive Manufacturing Processes 

Tatsuaki Furumoto
Advanced Manufacturing Technology Institute (AMTI), Kanazawa University, Kakuma-machi, Kanazawa, Ishikawa, 920-1192 Japan

Corresponding author: furumoto@se.kanazawa-u.ac.jp

Additive manufacturing (AM) with metals is currently one of the most promising techniques for producing 3D printed structures, 
particularly because it possesses tremendous potential for producing complex, lightweight, and functionally optimised parts. Many 
industries are expected to benefit from the ability of AM to produce high quality models at reduced manufacturing costs and lead 
times. Although AM offers excellent opportunities for building complex parts, the built parts can feature many defects that are 
induced during the melting and fusing processes. Therefore, the process parameters must be carefully controlled to prevent the 
formation of porosities, cracks, and unmelted regions in the built parts. The quantity of process parameters involved also makes it 
difficult to determine the optimal conditions.

The author’s group focuses on the clarification of building phenomena during the AM process such as selective laser melting 
(SLM) using metals. The visualisation of the AM process by high-speed imaging has been shown to be an effective method for 
clarifying the physical phenomena. In this presentation, the recent topics of the melt pool behaviour and the characteristics of the 
surrounding metal powder during SLM are introduced. The building phenomena were evaluated using high-speed imaging and 
two-color pyrometer, and the influence of process conditions on the formation of the built structure is experimentally investigated. 

As results, a denuded area was observed to form around the melt pool. Droplets were formed in this denuded area and remained 
at the initial location of their formation according to the adhesion force induced by the wetting properties of the substrate surface. 
The substrate temperature contributed to the formation and size of droplets. The surface roughness affected the generation 
locations and tracks of the spatter particles, and the substrate surface wettability was the principal factor affecting the spatter 
particle behaviour.

PLENARY PRESENTATIONS

Milestones of laser beam cutting, and a look ahead

Dirk Petring
Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology ILT, Steinbachstr. 15, 52074 Aachen, Germany

Corresponding author: dirk.petring@ilt.fraunhofer.de

Five decades of laser beam cutting lie behind us. From the origin in the early 1970s up to the present state-of-the-art a progressive 
track record is retraced regarding scientific understanding, technical innovations and industrial applications. A few dreams of the 
beginning might have been illusory. However, there are many achievements that nobody had ever expected to come true. And 
the next decade? Laser beam cutting systems and processes are predestined for serving the furthermore increasing demands on 
productivity and agility. There are enough opportunities to be exploited.
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Temporal pulse shaping, dominant parameter in reducing welding defects  
during high power fiber laser welding 

Mohammed Naeem 

Prima Power Laserdyne, 8600 109th Avenue, #400, Champlin, MN 55316 USA

Corresponding author: mohammed.naeem@primapower.com

High power laser welding requires the optimization of many parameters depending on the thermo physical properties of the 
material, the environment, laser and its process parameters i.e. average power, peak power, pulse duration, pulse energy, pulse 
repetition rate, power density and temporal pulse shaping. Depending on the material composition and weld joint requirements 
(i.e. mechanical and metallurgical properties) various pulse shapes can be used to improve the weld quality in terms weld porosity, 
solidification cracking etc.  Pulse shaping is very beneficial, when welding:    

• High carbon steels
• Crack sensitive alloys
• Dissimilar melting points materials
• Coated materials
• Painted materials
• Contaminated materials
• Powder metallurgy parts
• Highly reflectivity materials     

Work has been carried at Prima Power Laserdyne to develop various pulse shapes to produce crack and porosity free welds in 
materials used in aerospace, automotive etc.  Some of the results from this study will be discussed.

New laser welding tools for titanium aerospace components

Chris Allen1, Martin Wood2, Stephen Brown2, Adrian Smith3, Craig Blacker4, John Barden5, Rory Collins5, Colm Higgins5, 
Ben Dutton6, James Whicker6, Martin Denmark6 and Stan Wilford7

1- TWI Ltd., Granta Park, Gt. Abington, Cambs., CB21 6AL. 2- CAV Systems, Number One Industrial Estate, Consett, County Durham, DH8 6SR. 
3- Leonardo Helicopters, Lysander Rd, Yeovil BA20 2YB. 4-TISICS Ltd., 22 Invincible Road, Farnborough, GU14 7QU. 5-Northern Ireland Technolo-
gy Centre, Queen’s University Belfast, Cloreen Park, Malone Road, Belfast BT9 5HN. 6-The Manufacturing Technology Centre, Ansty Park, Coventry 

CV7 9JU. 7-IPG Photonics (UK) Ltd., Axis, 1 Hawkfield Way, Bristol BS14 0BY

Corresponding author: chris.allen@twi.co.uk

CAV, Leonardo and TISICS have partnered up with TWI, the MTC, and the NITC at Queen’s University, Belfast, in an Innovate UK 
project: OLIVER (Optimised Laser welding Implementation Via Enabling Research). The OLIVER project has, through a series of 
case studies supported by IPG Photonics, helped these aerospace supply chain companies to develop their understanding of how 
laser welding can fabricate new, lightweight, near-net-shape, titanium (Ti) alloy and titanium metal matrix composite assemblies. 
As vital supports to this, digital manufacturing, new fixturing solutions, new in-process NDT techniques and new cost models have 
also been developed.

This project has confirmed laser welding as a promising fabrication route. Using sheet structures, laser welding can result in 
new, lighter weight and – if needed – larger designs, at the same time bringing opportunities for time- and cost-savings during 
manufacture. Example cost models have highlighted how the number of manufacturing steps may be able to be halved in such 
cases, and associated manual labour reduced by up to 90%. Laser welding is also a means to introduce novel materials in to 
designs, such as metal matrix composites. 

This paper has gone on to illustrate these manufacturing advantages in demonstrators representative of firewalls, bulkheads, 
leading edges and struts. Welding procedure developments have been carried out in these four cases, resulting in high quality 
welds. Furthermore, to assure this quality, laser ultrasonic testing (LUT) has also been shown capable of in-process non-destructive 
inspection.

WELDING 1 
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Laser keyhole termination regimes on varying composition  
of low carbon alloy steels 

Wai-Jun Lai1, Supriyo Ganguly1, Wojciech Suder1

1- Welding Engineering and Laser Processing Centre, Cranfield University, College Road, Bedfordshire, MK43 0AL

Corresponding author: wai-jun.lai@cranfield.ac.uk

Laser keyhole initiation and termination related defects, such as keyhole cavities due to keyhole collapse, is a well-known issue in 
deep penetration laser and hybrid laser welding of thick section steels. Run in and out plates are used in longitudinal butt welds to 
avoid this problem, however, this is not applicable for girth weld applications where start/stop defects at the weld overlap occurs. 
These issues can hinder industry from applying laser keyhole welding for girth welding of thick section steels.

Mitigation of these termination defects can be achieved using various termination regimes, such as laser power ramp-down or 
laser defocusing, where both methods lead to a reduction in laser power density. This reduction in laser power density leads 
to the progressive reduction of material vaporisation and thus switching the laser operation mode from keyhole to conduction, 
which is necessary for controlled closure of the keyhole. The control of the material vapourisation and melt pool dynamics is key 
for successful laser keyhole closure and laser termination. However, material vapourisation is heavily dependent on the chemical 
composition of the workpiece being processed and variations in plate composition can lead to different behaviour occurring.

Experiments were carried out to investigate the behaviour of the laser melt pool during laser termination when applying laser power 
ramp-down and laser defocusing on varying composition of low alloy carbon steel plates. Results show that variations in the 
chemical composition of low alloy carbon steels can affect both laser penetration and the occurrence of defects occurring during 
the laser termination regime.

Investigation on the feasibility of laser riveting for dissimilar joining applications 

Bowei Li1, 2, Ali Khan3, *, Bin Wang2

1- National Structural Integrity Research Centre, Granta Park, Cambridge, CB2 16AL, United Kingdom
2- College of Engineering, Design and Physical Sciences, Brunel University London, Kingston Lane, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH, United 

Kingdom
3- TWI Ltd, Granta Park, Cambridge, CB21 6AL, United Kingdom

 Corresponding author: Ali.Khan@twi.co.uk

In the transport sector, there is an increasing interest in lightweight structures, in order to meet emission targets dictated by 
legislation policies and improve the fuel economy of vehicles. Dissimilar joining enables the reduction of weights and enhances 
the overall vehicle performance by selecting the most appropriate material at specific locations. Laser riveting is an innovative 
technique that aims to improve the process flexibility and to reduce the processing time compared to traditional methods 
(mechanical fastening and adhesive bonding).  It consists of joining two heterogeneous materials by additively manufacturing a rivet 
to interlock them. The rivet is built by wire-based laser metal deposition. 

In this work, a feasibility study has been conducted to join an Al/Steel substrate onto a Ti6Al4V substrate. Both AA6061 Aluminium 
alloy and DP600 steel have been investigated. Process parameters have been varied in order to identify their effect on the features 
of the rivet and the quality of the joints, and further trial is carried out on the application of composite. The experimental analysis 
has been combined by a finite element analysis (FEA), in order to generate a model, capable of predicting the process behaviour 
and produce a better understanding of the process dynamics. 
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Fully reflective annular laser beam shaping for 1.03µm ultra-high throughput laser beam welding

Matthieu Meunier1, Aymeric Lucas1, Romain Cornee2, David Lemaitre2, Gwenn Pallier1, Eric Laurensot2, Olivier Pinel1, 
Guillaume Labroille1

1 - Cailabs, Rennes, FRANCE,  2Institut Maupertuis, Bruz, FRANCE

Gwenn@cailabs.com

Multi-kilowatt laser-based macroprocessing applications, including Laser Beam Welding (LBW), are numerous among all fields 
of industry, ranging from automotive and naval to aerospace. LBW processes are nowadays evolving to face new challenges: 
reducing final parts weight and increase process efficiency and robustness to avoid waste. Shaping of the laser beam is key for 
such improvements of LBW processes whilst enabling welding of new types of material and thinner parts, reducing parts overall 
weight.

Dealing with high-power lasers requires specific designs to evacuate heat in order to maintain performance over a long time. We 
describe here a fully reflective beam shaper, which allows high efficiency cooling of all optics during processing. The focus shift 
inherent to most LBW processes is highly reduced thanks to the absence of thermal gradient inside the optics in opposition to 
transmissive optics, leading to better beam stability and process. The shape onto the processed part is a mm-wide annular shape 
with a high control of phase and intensity, permitting control of width and depth of the melt pool. 

This system is integrated as a compact laser head on a robot arm in order to allow LBW of complex parts. We describe the 
main features of the beam shaper and demonstrate its capability to work properly and safely at high power, from multi-kW to up 
to 16kW, with high stability even for very long processing times. The process test results and the weld quality improvements are 
described for different materials.
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MICROFABRICATION

Maskless laser prototyping of glass microfluidic devices

Krystian L. Wlodarczyk1,2, Duncan P. Hand2, M. Mercedes Maroto-Valer1

1- Research Centre for Carbon Solutions, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, EH14 4AS, UK

2- Applied Optics and Photonics group, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, EH14 4AS, UK

Corresponding author: K.L.Wlodarczyk@hw.ac.uk

We report the use of a picosecond pulsed laser (TRUMPF TruMicro 5x50) for the fabrication of various microfluidic devices from 
inexpensive borosilicate glass substrates. In this manufacturing method, the laser is used to: (a) generate microfluidic patterns 
directly on the surface of glass plates by ablation and (b) seal the laser-generated microfluidic patterns from the top with another 
glass plate by welding these two parts together. The laser-generated weld seams close any gaps formed during the so-called pre-
bonding process and ensure strong, permanent bonding. This straightforward laser-based fabrication technique differs from the 
conventional time-consuming and expensive approach that involves photolithography, etching and thermal bonding, because it 
does not require the manufacture of projection masks and the use of multiple devices, clean room and hazardous chemicals (e.g. 
hydrofluoric acid). Therefore, this technique is particularly suited for prototyping and low quantity manufacturing of glass microfluidic 
devices. 

This work is part of the MILEPOST project (Grant agreement no.: 695070), which received funding from the European Research 
Council (ERC) under the European Union Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme. This paper reflects only the authors’ 
view and ERC is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.

Stress Induced Birefringence of Glass-to-Metal Ultrashort Pulse Welded Components

Samuel N Hann1, Nathan Macleod1, Paulina O. Morawska1, Richard M Carter1, Ian Elder2,  
Robert Lamb2, M J Daniel Esser1, Duncan P Hand1

1- Institute of Photonics and Quantum Sciences, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, EH14 4AS, UK
2- Leonardo MW Ltd., 2 Crewe Road North, Edinburgh, EH5 2XS

Corresponding author: snh30@hw.ac.uk

Ultrashort pulse laser welding of dissimilar materials is an attractive alternative to the currently-used adhesive bonding of glass-
to-metal components e.g. in the fabrication of lasers and optical systems. Adhesive bonding can suffer from performance and 
reliability issues such as outgassing, creep and degradation with age. The bonding process can also be labour intensive to ensure 
consistent deposition and curing of the adhesive. 

Although interest in ultrashort pulse laser welding as a viable bonding method has been gaining momentum [1,2], it is important 
to quantify the impact of any stress induced by the bonding process on the optical performance of the component being bonded.  
We therefore developed a polariscope for stress field analysis of 10 mm BK7 glass cubes bonded to 15 mm x 15 mm x 5 mm 
aluminium coupons using the Patterson and Wang 6-step method [3] to calculate the stress induced retardation present in the 
samples. We have applied this measurement system and analysis technique both to laser-bonded samples, and to samples 
adhesively bonded with a standard approach used in industry. The results of this analysis will be presented in terms of ISO 
Standard for stress birefringence in optics [4]. It was observed that ultrashort pulse laser welding results in a low level of stress 
induced birefringence within an 85% optical aperture of the 10 mm cube. These levels are suitable for use in photography and 
microscopy applications as defined by the relevant ISO standard for permissible stress induced birefringence limits in optics. The 
welds were compared to adhesively bonded and hydroxide catalysis bonded samples.

[1] R. Carter, M. Troughton, J. Chen, I. Elder, R. R. Thomson,  M. J. D. Esser, R. A. Lamb, & D. P. Hand,(2017), Towards industrial ultrafast laser 
microwelding: SiO2 and BK7 to aluminum alloy, Applied Optics, 56, 16, 4873-4881.
[2] R. Carter, (2019). UltraWELD: A new method for welding glass and metal. Abstract from Made For Space, Coventry, United Kingdom.
[3] E. A. Patterson and Z. F. Wang (1991), Towards full field automated photoelastic analysis of complex components, Strain, 27, 49–53.
[4] “ISO 10110-2:1996 - Optics and optical instruments -- Preparation of drawings for optical elements and systems -- Part 2: Material 
imperfections -- Stress birefringence,” https://www.iso.org/standard/18089.html.
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Ultrafast laser bonding of dissimilar materials ready for industrial uptake

Dimitris Karnakis1, Paulina Morawska2, Etienne Pelettier1 Daniel Arnaldo1 Riccardo Geremia1 David Grant1 Sam Chan3 
Paolo Melgari3 Robert Douglas3 Owen McGann4 Peter MacKay5 Richard M. Carter2 M J Daniel Esser2 and Duncan Hand2

1-Oxford Lasers Ltd, Unit 8 Moorbrook Park, Didcot OX11 7HP UK, 2- School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Heriot-Watt University, 
Edinburgh, EH14 4AS, UK, 3- Centre for Process Innovation Ltd – National Printable Electronics Centre, The Neville Hamlin Building, 

 Thomas Wright Way, NETPark, Sedgefield, Stockton-on-Tees, UK, 4 – Glass Technology Services Ltd, 5 - Gooch & Housego PLC, Dowlish 
Ford, Ilminster TA19 0PF UK

Corresponding author: Dimitris.karnakis@oxfordlasers.com

Bonding of metals to transparent materials (glass, quartz, sapphire, etc.) is frequently needed in modern manufacturing including 
for hermetic sealing and precise optical parts positioning. It is currently achieved using organic adhesive or frit interlayers as well 
as diffusion, anodic and arc bonding. Such techniques can be lengthy, introducing large heat deposition and are subject to post-
process creep and outgassing, all of which are highly undesirable and limit the extent of material combinations possible to join. 
Recently [1] direct bonding of glass to metal (BK7 and fused silica to Al) has been demonstrated utilising ultrafast lasers which 
offer high precision, high process speed and very small heat affected zones.  The process relies on high laser intensity from 
sub-10 picosecond duration beams which are tightly focused through the glass, triggering non-linear absorption ionisation and 
plasma formation in a highly localised volume of few microns width near the glass-metal interface [2]. This, combined with heat 
accumulation from high pulse repetition rate above 200kHz, results in a narrow melt zone of ~0.1mm around the irradiated region, 
which solidifies behind the translated laser beam forming a strong bond across a user-defined beam trajectory. 

Innovate UK funded consortium “Ultraweld” was established to upscale this process to a higher TRL level 6 as there are still 
manufacturing challenges relating to precise focal position control, contacting gap size and pre-conditioning of surface quality.  An 
ultrafast laser prototype has been designed and built and we will show here that sub-10ps laser microwelding of (i) 10mm thick 
bulk optics to flat metal parts as well as (ii) conductive layer coated thin flexible glass to glass is possible with sufficient bond 
strength for use in industrial applications such as aerospace electro-optics assembly and flexible electronics hermetic sealing 
[3].  This prototype commercial laser welding machine will be suitable for other optical material welding applications (e.g. glass to 
silicon; glass to ceramic, Nd:YAG to metal, etc.).

We acknowledge financial support from Innovate UK under grant No. 103763, UltraWELD and continuing technical support from 
Leonardo UK and Coherent Scotland

[1] R.M.Carter, J.Chen, JD Sheppard, RR Thompson and D.P.Hand (2014) Picosecond laser welding of similar and dissimilar materials, Appl.Opt (53), 
4233 
[2] J. Chen, R.M. Carter, R.R. Thomson, and D. P. Hand (2015), Avoiding the requirement for pre-existing optical contact during picosecond laser 
glass-to-glass welding, Optics Express 23, 18645-18657 
[3] P Morawska, R.M. Carter, M.J.D. Esser, Y.F.Chan, P.Melgari, R. Douglas, D. Karnakis, D.P. Hand (2020) InnoLAE2020 Innovations in Large Area 
electronics conference, Cambridge 20-21 Jan 2020 (accepted for poster presentation) Picosecond laser microwelding of ultra-thin flexible glass for 
hermetic encapsulation of OLEDs.
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Laser 3D printing of micro-scale graded shape memory components for in-vivo actuated medical devices
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Shape memory alloys (SMA’s) are a class of active materials that can be deformed at low temperatures and return to their original 
state under the influence of appropriate thermal or stress conditions. During this process, these materials generate a substantial 
amount of strain or force, making them suitable candidates for the fabrication of actuators. Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) SMA’s are 
particularly interesting owing to their biocompatibility, resistance to corrosion and fatigue and can have a transition temperature (the 
temperature at which the material returns to its initial state) close to body temperature. 

The idea of the project is to fabricate SMA components at a scale of 10’s of microns using laser-driven processes such as laser-
induced forward transfer (LIFT) wherein laser pulses are used to sequentially print thin ‘sub-voxels’ of metal onto a substrate. By 
depositing sub-voxels of different metal (nickel, titanium and copper) a fully functioning voxel will be fabricated. The transformation 
temperature of the functionally graded SMA component changes by varying the composition of the materials thereby widening 
the transformation window [1]. As with LIFT, the process is driven by the phase changes at the interface between the support 
substrate and thin layer of donor material and requires precise control of process parameters such as laser fluence, donor layer 
thickness and distance between the substrates [2]. 

Interdiffusion within and between the deposited sub-voxels will be obtained by using thermal treatments to provide localised 
control of composition for the fabricated microstructure. By altering the laser parameters, a scanning laser will be used to spatially 
distribute the SMA properties depending upon the requirement. 

In this talk we present the initial results of LIFT of nickel and titanium obtained using a 355nm Q-switched Nd: YAG nanosecond 
laser. Further investigation of the process parameters will be done to obtain precise control to produce high quality voxelated 
structures. 

[1] Shariat, Bashir S., et al., (2017) Functionally graded shape memory alloys: Design, fabrication and experimental 
evaluation, Materials & Design, 124225-237.

[2] Serra, Pere, and Alberto Piqué. (2019) Laser‐Induced Forward Transfer: Fundamentals and Applications.,Advanced Materials 
Technologies 4.1,1800099

Acknowledgement: This work has been supported by the SRPe-NMIS studentship grant as part of the Engineering Industry 
Doctorate Programme (SRPe-IDP).
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CUTTING

Optimizing the CO2 laser cutting behavior of polycarbonate

Julia Janik1, Can Dogan2, Malte Hemmerich1
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Polycarbonate is a transparent and colorless plastic with excellent physical and chemical properties and is therefore suitable for 
a wide range of applications, for example in the automotive, medical and mechanical engineering industries. Various additives 
allow the use of polycarbonate in different environments, but also for different applications, which continue to increase due to the 
continuous development of new additives. 

CO2 lasers are particularly suitable for cutting a wide variety of plastics due to their wavelength and the corresponding absorption 
curves. This allows for a high cutting quality with precise material processing. Despite the high absorption, the CO2 laser cutting 
quality of polycarbonate is low. Although it is easy to cut, the resulting cutting edge shows yellow to brown discolorations. This 
phenomenon has not yet been fully examined and the aim of this study is to avoid the discoloration and to investigate the causes.

To investigate the behavior of polycarbonate and improve the cutting quality polycarbonate plates, with different additives and 
thickness have been examined. The material has been cut with a CO2 laser with different wavelength of 9.3 µm and 10.6 µm. 
Further parameters like type of cutting gas, gas pressure and frequency have been varied. The resulting test series show a trend 
with a strong dependency on frequency and gas pressure. This parameter study gives an overview on how to choose the right 
polycarbonate and suitable cutting parameters to achieve the best possible edge quality for industrial applications. 

 Advances in cutting with high power multi kilowatt fibre lasers, up to 20kW

Stan Wilford
IPG Photonics, 2 Viggen Way, Ansty Park, Coventry CV7 9RE

Corresponding author: swilford@ipgphotonics.com

High power fibre lasers have been adopted as the advances in automated motion systems speed and controls have evolved. As 
we enter a new decade fibre laser cutting systems are coming to market capable of cutting a variety of sheet metals with power 
and beam delivery in the range of 10-20kW. Furthermore using advanced ring and core fibre delivery, we present the advantages 
and application of AMB Adjustable Mode Beam lasers.

The presentation will review the evolution of high power fiber laser technology over recent years and show the evolution to new 
and more compact fiber lasers for cutting. Fiber lasers with powers in the 2-3kW range are now available in a single rackmount 
product. Furthermore, AMB lasers are available at the mutli kilo watt high power level, enabling significant advantages in beam 
parameter control for cutting a wide variety of industrial metals.

Sponsored by
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Optimization of laser beam cutting with beam oscillation based on high-speed X-ray imaging
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The optimization of thick metal sheet cutting with a laser at a wavelength of 1 µm includes achieving the highest possible cutting 
speed with the lowest possible surface roughness of the cut edge. The surface roughness is determined by the striations, which 
are caused by the melt flow at the cutting front. The maximum cutting speed is given by the amount of molten material per 
time. This is directly related to the locally absorbed power density of the laser beam on the cutting front, which is defined by the 
geometry of the cutting front. Therefore, the geometry of the cutting front influences both, surface roughness and maximum cutting 
speed. 

Recently, it was shown that laser beam oscillation can increase the maximum cutting speed and improve the surface roughness 
compared to cutting with a static beam. In order to investigate this finding, the geometry of the laser cutting front was observed 
by means of online high-speed X-ray imaging. Fusion cutting of 10 mm thick samples of stainless steel was recorded with a frame 
rate of 1000 Hz. When the beam was oscillated in longitudinal direction, the maximum cutting speed could be increased by 25% 
compared to cutting with a static laser beam. In the talk, the influence of oscillation parameters on the cutting speed, the cutting 
front geometry and the resulting surface roughness will be discussed.

Cleaving tailored edges and curved surfaces of transparent materials by ultrafast lasers 

Max Kahmann, Daniel Flamm, Jonas Kleiner, Myriam Kaiser
TRUMPF Laser- und Systemtechnik GmbH, Johann Maus Strasse 2, 71254 Ditzingen, Germany

Corresponding author: max.kahmann@trumpf.com

During the last years processing of transparent materials by ultrashort laser pulses has gained increasing interest. Spatial and 
temporal pulse shaping has already proven its potential for a broad bandwidth of industrial applications, using industrial ready 
ultrafast lasers and application specific adapted optics. As example advanced Bessel-like beam profiles, 3D-beam splitting 
concepts and top-hat focus distributions paves the way to achieve high-quality and efficient results for cutting, welding and drilling 
applications. We furthermore demonstrate the benefit of employing focus distributions being tailored in all three spatial dimensions. 
With these advanced concepts single-pass, full-thickness modifications with m/s-feed rates were demonstrated for plane 
substrates with complex inner and outer contours and thicknesses of several mm at the same time with low edge roughness, low 
chipping and high edge stability.

These advanced processing strategies lead to an increased demand for customized glass edges, including chamfer as well as 
bevel structures. This enables a reduction of potential edge fractures, an increased edge stability as well as the capability of e. g. 
curved surfaces. The efficacy of our concepts is presented by evaluating surface and edge qualities of different separated glass 
structures.
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING (PBF)

3D printing of hybrid metal/polymer objects through an integrated multiple  
material additive manufacturing process   
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To efficiently produce complex functional devices while eliminating the need for assembly calls for a multi-material additive 
manufacturing technology (MMAM). This presentation introduces a novel 3D-printing system that integrates fused deposition 
modelling (FDM) and selective laser melting (SLM) to produce hybrid metal and polymer components. System design, operation 
procedure and the performances of the proposed 3D printing system are explicated. SLM printed metal and FDM printed polymer, 
both of which differ in material properties, are joined through interlocking structures, with their joining strength enhanced by laser 
heating. The mechanisms and scientific rationale that governs metal/polymer joining are discussed. Tensile and shear tests have 
confirmed good joint strengths of the printed metal/polymer components, which are created without adhesives. In addition, metal 
powder deposition onto the top of polymer through laser melting is demonstrated. Layers of copper (Cu10Sn) are successfully 
deposited onto the top of a PLA/SS 316L composite substrate. Several 3D components consisting of hybrid stainless steel (SS 
316L), copper (Cu10Sn) and polymer (PLA, PET) are successfully printed and their potential applications are discussed.

Understanding on microstructure and cracks of permanent magnetic material Nd-Fe-B  
using Laser Powder Bed Fusion

Julan Wu1, Nesma T. Aboukhair1, Richard J.M. Hague1, Ian Ashcroft1

1- Centre for Additive Manufacturing, Faculty of Engineering, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, NG8 1BB, UK

Corresponding author: 

We present a parametric study on the laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) of isotropic Nd-Fe-B magnet powders[1]. The 
microstructure and the magnetism of the L-PBF’d Nd-Fe-B were also studied. Consequently, the issues encountered with utilising 
L-PBF for the production of relatively high-density Nd-Fe-B magnetics are elucidated and discussed. Furthermore, new insights on 
the geometrical constraints on the shape complexity and design freedom during L-PBF of this material are presented, proposing a 
guideline for the possible capabilities in this aspect. 

High-density samples with remanence of 0.65T and maximum energy product of 62 kJ/m3 were successfully produced, whilst 
demonstrating the integrity of the parts was affected by the scan speed and hatch distance; in addition, the sample’s size and 
geometry were also found to influence the success of building within the LPBF system. The microstructure of the L-PBF’d Nd-Fe-B 
was found to be different from the conventional sintered Nd-Fe-B, but similarities to laser spot welded nuggets of the sintered 
magnets were observed. The L-PBF’d Nd-Fe-B magnet mainly consisted of the Nd2Fe14B phase with random orientation and 
small amounts of the precipitated phases. The relative density and integrity of the produced samples were mainly constrained by 
the intrinsic brittle mechanical property of intermetallic Nd2Fe14B phase and the residual stresses induced during the rapid heating 
and cooling of the materials during laser processing, alongside phase precipitation. Cracks formed in the produced material due to 
the excessive residual stresses in the heat-affected zones (HAZ) and between the interfaces of the different phases. 

[1] Magnequench. MQP-S-11-9-20001 powder data sheet. 2020.
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Process monitoring using machine learning for additive manufacturing
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The presentation gives an overview about diode based and camera based (2D/3D) monitoring systems for laser based powder 
bed fusion and directed energy deposition and WAAM processes. The presented technologies are independent from feed stock 
(powder, wire) and energy source (laser, electron beam, CMT, MIG/MAG, plasma) in case of DED. These technologies – sensitive in 
different wavelength regions in the  visible, NIR and SWIR spectrum - can be used for checking part quality, due to the lack of part 
quality standards additional added value is presented for different user maturity (beginners, .application development, production 
and scalability to different machines and plants) and the user group of machine builders. Prior to machine learning newest visual 
computing techniques will be shown to assist beginners and experts. These techniques can be used additionally as a first step for 
feature analysis detecting important features for machine leaning.

Main topic of the presentation is giving examples how machine learning techniques can be used to increase this added value. 
Supervised learning techniques based on neural networks are presented to model different tasks, e.g. predict reference signals of 
monitoring systems in case of changing process parameters or predict porosity in a PBF-L process as classification and regression 
task. Unsupervised clustering techniques will be presented enabling users to look e.g. for irregularities in tons of layer wise image 
staples. These techniques are based on clustering techniques like e.g. k-means or t_sne transformation. As predictors for the 
machine learning systems physical explainable predictors are used, this will enable hopefully explainable machine learning models 
in future. At the end an outlook is presented how AI based systems will enable one goal of the community, push one button and 
print, in the next 10 years.

Laser powder bed fusion additive manufacturing of functionally graded multiple metallic material 
components

Chao Wei1, Zhe Sun1, Qian Chen2, Zhu Liu2, Lin Li1

1 Laser Processing Research Centre, Department l of Mechanical, Aerospace and Civil Engineering, The University of Manchester, Oxford Road, 
Manchester, M13 9PL, UK

2 Department of Materials, The University of Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester, M13 9PL, UK

Corresponding author: chao.wei@manchester.ac.uk

Multiple materials additive manufacturing provides a new opportunity to fabricating functionally graded materials (FGM) whose 
composition transits smoothly from one material to the other.  Previous metallic material additive manufacturing technologies 
including laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) or selective laser melting can only produce FGM samples with vertical material transition.  
In this work, we present a new multiple materials additive manufacturing method with ultrasonic multiple powder material delivery, 
modified from the conventional L-PBF, to fabricate 316L stainless steel /Cu10Sn copper alloy FGM components with horizontal 
and spatial material variations successfully.  Up to six material compositions can be selectively deposited on the same powder 
layer using a proprietary ultrasonic powder-dispensing array. Macrostructure, microstructure, and phases of the FGM components 
were analysed. 
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On the use of laser-material interaction parameters to drive design and control of thin-wall architectures 
made of AlSi10Mg alloy by laser powder-bed-fusion (L-PBF)

Miguel Zavala-Arredondo1, Peter Jerrard1
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The effect of the power factor (PF) and specific point energy (ESP) have been previously presented as viable design parameters for 
L-PBF process optimisation in AlSi10Mg alloy. In the present research, thin-wall architectures have been manufactured using two 
different L-PBF machines featuring laser spot diameters a) 25 µm and b) 75 µm respectively. The laser power and exposure time 
have been varied and replicated in both machines to investigate the effect of PF and ESP in surface roughness, relative density and 
wall thickness of single-track scans. The effect of different PF ranges promoted by two different laser spot diameters has been 
characterised and a machine comparison is presented. It was observed that the laser-material interaction parameters (i.e. laser 
power and exposure time), controlled the properties and characteristics of the thin-wall components. Different thin-wall geometries 
were investigated, namely: lineal vertical, wavy vertical, lineal 30˚ and 45˚ build angles from base plate. Optimal parameters were 
identified which can be used to manufacture heat exchanger architectures with a more controlled design. It is proposed to use the 
laser-material interaction parameters with CAD Surface geometries to drive and control thin-wall components.

[1] M. Zavala-Arredondo, T. London, M. Allen, T. Maccio, S. Ward, D. Griffiths, A. Allison, P. Goodwin, C. Hauser (2019) Use of power factor and 
specific point energy as design parameters in laser  powder-bed-fusion of AlSi10Mg alloy, Materials & Design, vol. 182 

The Effect of Hot Isostatic Pressing on surface integrity, microstructure and strength of hybrid MIM/PBF 
stainless steel components

Aldi Mehmeti1, Donal Lynch1, Pavel Penchev1, Rafael Martinez1, Denis Vincent2, Johannes Maurath3, David Wimpenny4, 
Khamis Essa1, Stefan Dimov1 
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2- Université Grenoble Alpes, F-38000 Grenoble, France; CEA, LITEN, DTNM, SERE, LRVM, F-38054 Grenoble, France 

3- MIMplus Technologies, Germany

4- MTC, Coventry, UK

Abstract

Hybrid manufacture of components by combining capabilities of replication and Additive Manufacturing processes offer a flexible 
and sustainable route for producing cost-effectively small batches of metal parts. At present, there are open issues related 
to surface integrity and performance of such parts, especially when utilising them in safety critical applications. The research 
presented in this paper investigates the ductility amplification of hybrid components produced by using Metal Injection Moulding 
preforms and then build on them customisable sections by Laser-based Powder Bed Fusion. The properties of such hybrid 
components are studied and optimised through the use of non-conventional post treatment techniques. In particular, Hot Isostatic 
Pressing (HIP) is employed to improve mechanical strength and to produce hybrid components that have consistent properties 
across batches and throughout the samples, minimising microstructural heterogeneities between fabrication processes. Thus, the 
investigated post-processing method can extend the service life of hybrid components, especially when operating under severe 
conditions. The optimised post treatment was found to increase the hybrid components’ strength compared to as-built ones by 
67.8 % and ~11% in YS and UTS, respectively. Which subsequently led to a greater pitting resistance; thus, making HIP samples 
more suitable for corrosive environments. The advantages of the HIP treatments in comparison to the conventional heat-treatment 
of hybrid components are discussed and also some potential application areas are proposed. 
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Effect of different shield environment on laser powder bed fusion
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Shield environment is fundamental need of laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) process. The primary functions of a shield environment 
are to protect melt pool from contamination by atmospheric gases and facilitate process by-products removal in the chamber. The 
standard shield environment is inert gas (i.e. Argon, Nitrogen) at slightly above (~10 mbar) atmospheric pressure flowing over the 
bed. Feasibility of L-PBF investigated at sub-atmospheric and in high-atmospheric pressure. A combination of high-speed imaging, 
schlieren imaging and micrographic assessments is used to understand the effects. At sub-atmospheric pressure: considerable 
disruption to the powder bed has been observed at sub-atmospheric pressures using high-speed imaging. In high-pressure: 
reduced particle dynamics, however, increase in spatter and surface roughness was observed.

[1] Bidare P, Bitharas I, Ward RM, Attallah MM, Moore AJ (2018) Fluid and particle dynamics in laser powder bed fusion. Acta Mater 142:
107–120.
[2] Bidare P, Bitharas I, Ward RM, Attallah MM, Moore AJ (2018) Laser powder bed fusion at sub-atmospheric pressures, Int J Mach Tools Manuf 
130-131, 65–72. 
[3] Bidare P, Bitharas I, Ward RM, Attallah MM, Moore AJ (2018) Laser powder bed fusion in high-pressure atmosphere, Int J Adv Manuf Technol 
99, 543-555.
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New approaches in additive manufacturing – Next level system technology and  
layer height control using OCT sensor 
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In order to gain “First Time Right” parts in laser additive manufacturing processes with cw sources sensor technology is required 
not only with high temporal and spatial resolution for evaluating the result of the treatment, the measurement has to provide 
information which can be directly implemented in a closed loop control. Especially in the context of Industry 4.0, digitalization 
and predictive maintenance reliable sensors get much more into focus. A major drawback of this photon-material interaction with 
respect to the acquisition of trustworthy measurement data from the interaction zone is the presence of intense process emissions 
and steep temperature gradients. In DMD processes with powder the material itself also is a source of noise when it comes to 
sensors coaxially mounted onto the processing head. 

A group of scientists from Siemens, Precitec and RWTH Aachen developed a solution for accurate and controlled DMD processes 
based on the OCT sensor and the SINUMERIK® controller. By controlling the feed rate of the process “First Time Right” is not a 
pious hope anymore.

Not only surface treatment has established itself as a field of application for the Direct Metal Depostion process, direct “printing” 
or the production of near net shape structures is an essential field of application for metal powder build-up welding. Although the 
nozzle technology has been continually improved, the powder efficiency is below 100%, which correlates directly with the track 
width. The use of wire as a filler in the context of laser radiation has played a minor role in comparison to the powder in recent 
years. 

With respect to the system technology Precitec has developed a processing head for LMD where the wire is fed coaxially to the 
laser beam which itself is ring shaped and focused right at the interaction point between wire and workpiece surface.

Dilution strategies in laser cladding 

Daniel Koti1, John Powell2, Katy Voisey2

1- Faculty of Engineering, The University of Nottingham, UK
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A number of different cladding strategies are used in order to explore how spatial variation of dilution can be modified and 
optimised. Both single track clads and multiple overlapping clads are deposited. Multiple dilution measurement techniques, 
including geometrical and chemical methods, are used to explore the range of results that the different techniques produce. 

Stainless steel 316 powder is clad onto mild steel substrates using a 2 kW fibre laser. The powder feed is coaxial with the vertically 
incident laser. Cladding is done under an argon protective atmosphere. Deposited clads are sectioned and examined using optical 
microscopy. 

The results presented are used to generate guidelines for cladding strategies.
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Laser Power and Surface Thickness Analysis of Distortion Within  
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Laser metal deposition (LMD) falls into the directed energy deposition (DED) category of additive manufacturing (AM), and is a 
blown powder method of the process.  With the developments that have been made within AM industries and disciplines, more 
efficient methods of manufacture are being explored utilising the cost and time saving benefits of the near net shape technology.  
Nickle based super alloys, known for their excellent oxidation, corrosion, fatigue and creep resistance are becoming widely used 
in applications of AM constructed jet engine casings, nuclear reactors, the petrochemical industry and turbine blades/components 
[1, 2]. Within the remit of AM however there is still a requirement to assess components produced for quality control, ensuring 
that they mirror the designs laid out in the planning stages of production. The production of 3D component parts manufactured 
using LMD has led to new challenges however, resulting in large knowledge gaps in the mechanical and microstructural properties 
of the components being produced.  Thus, bringing into question part durability and reproducibility. This study will investigate 
the effectiveness of building net shape thin walled cylindrical parts from Inconel-718, and what the effects of laser power and 
wall thickness have on the geometrical accuracy and material properties.  To measure distortion seen through the application 
of a flange onto a cylinder, optical metrology will be used.  Properties of the deposited flange will be investigated using X-ray 
computerised tomography (XCT) and optical microscopy showing how the laser power effects the lamination of deposited layers.  
Artefacts have been produced using a TRUMPF DMD 505, 2 kW CO2 laser driven LMD machine. 

[1] V.A. Popovich, E. B. (2017). Functionally graded Inconel 718 processed by additive manufacturing: Crystallographic texture, anisotropy of 
microstructure and mechanical properties. Materials and Design, 441-449. 

[2] Tresa M. Pollock, S. T. (2006). Nickle-Based super alloys for advanced turbine engines: chemistry, microstructure and properties. Journal of 
Propulsion and Power, 361-374.

Production of super-hard cutting teeth on linear edge saw blades  
using Laser Directed Energy Deposition
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Metal Additive Manufacturing (AM) has found success in small scale batch production in recent years, particularly in the aerospace 
and medical sectors. More applications, new materials and process improvements have also been reported in various industrial 
sectors within the AM communities. There is, however, little development in continuous serial production using metal AM 
technologies. Over the past 5 years, C4 Carbides have been collaborating with the University of Hertfordshire to investigate laser-
based Directed Energy Deposition to form super-hard cutting teeth using tungsten carbide (WC) powder on saw blades. To-date, 
the project has been successful in rapidly laying down the hardmetal coatings on the cutting tip. For high performance cutting 
blades, traditionally a tungsten carbide tooth (TCT) blade uses less than 1% of the starting quantity of the high value wear material, 
while the rest is machined off during the manufacturing process or left on the substrate and discarded when the sharp edges are 
worn. The project has shown the capability to deposit the minimum amount of WC exactly where needed saving over 70% of 
the expensive strategic materials, such as tungsten and cobalt, compared to commercial TCT saw blades. Using commercially 
available sintered WC powders, improved cutting performance has been achieved that has exceeded commercial bi-metal and 
high carbon steel saw blades. However, fusing sintered WC powder onto steel can result in brittle phase formation, leading to 
lower fracture toughness of the cutting edge. To overcome the limitation, a bespoke powder composition has been developed to 
deliver high hardness and high toughness coating, specifically tailored to overcome dynamic impact loading in cutting applications. 
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NEWAM – the next generation laser directed energy deposition process? 
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Currently directed energy deposition additive manufacture processes give a wide range of different capabilities with a trade-off 
between build rate and accuracy and surface roughness. A further limitation is that material properties are not optimised due to 
the use of standard welding wire compositions. Finally a major barrier is the very high cost of qualification if standard statistical 
approaches are used for engineering materials.  EPSRC NEWAM is a major new project funded by EPSRC to address these 
limitations. Led by Cranfield University the project is a collaboration with Manchester, Strathclyde and Coventry Universities. 

Four major challenges have been identified:

•  New innovative high build rate metal wire AM processes and systems for net shape deposition at low cost over large 
volumes with homogeneous microstructure and properties – target 8kg/hr net shape for Ti

• To build robust physics-based process and materials’ models that give detailed process understanding, to enable more 
rapid process development and provide algorithms for in-process microstructure control

• Design of new materials and alloys, tailored to both existing and new deposition processes, giving performance better 
than the equivalent wrought alloys currently used 

• To ensure guaranteed as-built structural integrity with process-independent physics-based quality control and assurance 
enabling low cost industrial qualification

The research approach adopted to address these challenges will be explained. The project has been running for more than one 
year now and there are already many major exciting results. These will be highlighted including the first demonstration of the 
innovative laser based multi energy source (MES) process.

Multi-functional representation of a novel NiTi-based compression-induced-twisting structure manufac-
tured by selective laser melting

Chenglong Ma1, Dongdong Gu2,*, Rossi Setchi3, Jie Gao2, Wei Chen2, Yingjie Song2
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Compression-induced-twisting (CIT) structure, as a kind of new conceptual metamaterials, recently has got great attention and 
presented a huge potential in aerospace engineering, smart actuators and propellers, smart flexible microelectronics as well as 
biomechanical devices, due to a programmable twist behavior under compression. In this work, we designed a kind of novel NiTi-
based CIT structure based on the freedom and constraint topology method. Selective laser melting (SLM) 3D printing technology 
was used to manufacture this CIT structure. An ideal linear relationship between twisting angle and axial strain was established 
based on three-dimensional finite element mechanical model. In consideration of the choose of NiTi alloys with thermoelastic 
martensite phase transformation, the twisting behavior of this CIT structure could be controlled by multi physical variables including 
strain and heat. Additionally, we also performed the cyclic compression tests at a temperature more than martensite-austenite 
finish temperature (Af), to evaluate the stability of the mechanical behavior. Besides, considering the service environment for 
aerospace application, thermal conductivity property of this CIT structure was further assessed in order to characterize the heat-
shielding performance.
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Laser processing technology has contributed to the success of metal additive manufacturing (AM) processes such as laser powder 
bed fusion and direct metal deposition. Although AM has been generating significant interest, challenges remain towards a more 
widespread adoption of this technology. These challenges include defects such as porosity and spatially non-uniform micro-
structures that occur because of insufficient knowledge in process control. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling can 
help understand the effects of process parameters such as laser power, beam shapes and scan paths on the underlying physical 
phenomena such as laser-powder interaction, melt pool dynamics, phase change and solidification. With experimental studies 
successfully capturing melt pool temperatures and weld bead dimensions, it is possible to calibrate numerical models to the 
experimental data. These numerical models, which are based on a rigorous solution of the conservation equations, can provide 
further insights into fluid convection in the melt pool, temperature gradients, solidification rates and microstructure predictions. 
In this presentation, case studies from industry and academia highlighting the successful use of CFD and numerical models 
in understanding powder bed fusion and direct energy deposition processes are discussed in detail. It is shown how process 
parameter optimization is used to control porosity formation, balling defects and microstructure evolution for several alloys. 
Furthermore, these high fidelity, multiphysics CFD models provide a framework to better understand AM processes at the particle 
and melt pool scales. Ultimately, this information can be used to accurately model additional aspects of AM processes such as 
thermal and residual stresses and distortions at the part scale.

Laser powder-bed fusion of aluminium based composites for enhanced tribological performance

Peifeng Li1, Fang Xu1, Xianghui Hou1, Adam Clare2,3, Nesma Aboulkhair4
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Laser powder-bed fusion (L-PBF), is a metal additive manufacturing (AM) method that selectively melts and fuses metal powder 
using a high-power density laser beam. Aluminium-based composites have been developed to meet the modern demand for 
light and energy-efficient materials, thanks to their attractive properties. These materials have tremendous potential in various 
sectors, such as the automotive industry, hence the global interest in studying their properties when coupled with the unmatched 
capabilities offered by L-PBF. Studies on the tribological behaviour of L-PBF Al-based composites are, however, limited, 
despite their prospects in wear-related automotive parts, e.g. cylinder blocks and pistons. The present study used L-PBF to 
fabricate samples from Al- WS2 composite powder. The process-structure-property relationship is presented. The samples were 
characterised for metallurgical and mechanical properties, including hardness mapping. Furthermore, the tribological properties 
of the L-PBF parts were compared to the conventional spark plasma sintered (SPS) samples, which were consolidated from the 
same composite powder. The study reports enhanced tribological behaviour for the samples produced using L-PBF, which opens 
up new opportunities for this material-process combination in the field of manufacture for green tribological applications. 
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This keynote is a review of the EHLA process for the application of coatings. The hard facing of a components 
surface is a common industrial process used to enhance wear and corrosion resistance.  It can be applied using 
a range of different methods and materials; depending on a number of different factors such as substrate size, 
complexity and access to a surface, coating thickness, performance, and cost. However, there is always a trade-
off between speed of deposition and level of adhesion (which is directly proportional to the quality of coating). For 
example, a thermal sprayed coating has high coverage rate (125 cm2/min) but the bonding mechanism can be 
weak (mechanical interlocking with some diffusion) leading to poorer performance for the harsher environments.  By 
contrast, laser metal deposition (LMD) uses a focused laser beam to fully fuse powder to a substrate, giving a vastly 
superior coating (>99.9% dense, metallurgically fused and defect free), but applied at a much slower rate (25 cm2/
min). 

In 2017, the extreme high-speed laser application (EHLA) process was developed; evolved from LMD and is capable 
of applying fully fused metallic coatings with a maximum coverage rate of 250 cm2/min (i.e. >10x faster); and 
brings with it great potential for new capability. High speed becomes possible by melting powder prior to reaching 
the substrate, thereby reducing the time/energy that would otherwise be required to melt the substrate and then 
introduce cold powder. EHLA is also capable of producing thinner coatings than conventional LMD due to very little 
dilution between substrate and deposited material (10µm-300µm rather than >500 µm). The characteristics of a low 
dilution also opens up the technology to develop coatings with dissimilar materials. 
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SURFACE TEXTURING

Bio-compatibility enhancement of a Zr-based bulk metallic glass using nanosecond 
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The consideration of bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) for biomedical applications, ranging from orthopaedic, cardiovascular and 
dental implants to surgical devices, has gained momentum in recent years [1]. This is due to the remarkable mechanical and 
chemical properties of BMGs. These include low elastic modulus [2], high wear resistance [3], good corrosion resistance [4], and 
favourable processing capabilities for producing micro and nanoscale features [5]. However, when exploring the possibility of using 
any alloy composition as implant material, ensuring bio-compatibility is a key consideration since the reaction of implants with 
the host tissue determines their long-term performance. Surface treatments, such as coating [6], ion implantation [7] and laser 
surface texturing (LST) [8], have been successfully applied on traditional biomedical alloys, especially titanium alloys, to enhance 
their bio-compatibility. Among these methods, LST has been reported as a promising technique for the modification of the surface 
properties of biomaterials due to its unique characteristics of flexibility, simplicity, controllability and reproducibility [9]. In addition, 
LST has also been shown to avoid the introduction of toxic substances on processed surfaces [10]. In the research presented 
here, LST was employed to fabricate two types of textures, dimple and groove, on a Zr-based BMG, commonly known as 
Vitreloy 105. The surface topography, chemical composition and wettability of processed surfaces were evaluated via non-contact 
three-dimensional confocal microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and contact angle 
measurements. The cellular response of MG63 pre-osteoblasts cell lines to laser textured surfaces was investigated via cell viability 
tests, cell attachment and cell morphology observations using specific instruments and test formats. The underlying mechanism 
induced by LST on the bio-compatibility enhancement of the Zr-based BMG substrate was also investigated from different 
perspectives, which include surface chemistry, wettability and surface roughness modifications.

[1] P. Meagher, E.D. O’Cearbhaill, J.H. Byrne and D.J. Browne (2016) Bulk metallic glasses for implantable medical devices and surgical tools, 
Advanced Materials, 28(27), 5755-62
[2] M.D. Demetriou, A. Wiest, D.C. Hofmann, W.L. Johnson, B. Han, N. Wolfson, G. Wang and P.K. Liaw (2010) Amorphous metals for hard-tissue 
prosthesis, JOM, 62(2), 83-91
[3] N.H. Tariq, B.A. Hasan, J.I. Akhter and F. Ali (2009) Mechanical and tribological properties of Zr–Al–Ni–Cu bulk metallic glasses, Journal of Alloys 
and Compounds, 469(1-2), 179-185
[4] L. Huang, D. Qiao, B.A. Green, P.K. Liaw, J. Wang, S. Pang and T. Zhang (2009) Bio-corrosion study on zirconium-based bulk-metallic glasses, 
Intermetallics, 17(4), 195-199
[5] G. Kumar, H.X. Tang and J. Schroers (2009) Nanomoulding with amorphous metals, Nature, 457(7231), 868-872
[6] Y. Yang, K.-H. Kim, J.L. and Ong (2005) A review on calcium phosphate coatings produced using a sputtering process—an alternative to 
plasma spraying, Biomaterials, 26(3), 327-337
[7] T.R. Rautray, R. Narayanan and K.-H. Kim (2011) Ion implantation of titanium based biomaterials, Progress in Materials Science, 56(8), 1137-
1177
[8] R. Kumari, T. Scharnweber, W. Pfleging, H. Besser and J.D. Majumdar (2015) Laser surface textured titanium alloy (Ti–6Al–4V) – Part II – Studies 
on bio-compatibility, Applied Surface Science, 357, 750-758
[9] J. Wahab, M.J. Ghazali, W.M.W. Yusoff and Z. Sajuri (2016) Enhancing material performance through laser surface texturing: A review, 
Transactions of the IMF, 94(4), 193-198
[10] A. Cunha, A.-M. Elie, L. Plawinski, A.P. Serro, A.M. Botelho do Rego, A. Almeida, M.C. Urdaci, M.-C. Durrieu and R. Vilar (2016)  Femtosecond 
laser surface texturing of titanium as a method to reduce the adhesion of Staphylococcus aureus and biofilm formation, Applied Surface Science, 
360, 485-493
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Laser structuring/texturing of free form surfaces is attracting the attention of researchers and industry because it can enable many 
applications and also the benefits that the technology can offer compared to alternative/conventional processes, e.g. in regards to 
achievable accuracy, flexibility and processing time. So far laser structuring/texturing has been applied mostly on planar surfaces, 
however, while employing it for 3D processing requires additional factors to be considered such as disturbances because of 
their effects on processing conditions. In particular, beam incident angle (BIA) and focal offset distance (FOD) are two important 
processing disturbances that impact the resulting structures/textures and also their functional responses. So, they should be 
considered as constraints in planning the laser processing operations, i.e. in pre-processing 3D models by partitioning the surfaces, 
and also in designing the processing strategies. In the case of Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS), it has been 
reported that BIA mostly affects their periodicity while FOD – the height of the ripples. Homogenous and uniform LIPSS can be 
produced only when the accumulated laser fluence is maintained within pre-defined ranges for a given material. In this research, 
a model for calculating and maintaining the accumulated fluence throughout the processed 3D surfaces is proposed. It takes into 
account the beam quality factor M2 and the actual beam intensity distribution on processed surfaces both at the focus plane and 
also when FOD is present. The ultimate objective is to determine theoretically the 3D structuring/texturing limitations associated 
with these two processing disturbances by predicting ripples’ profiles and thus to judge indirectly about LIPSS functional 
response on free form surface. An experimental validation is performed on samples produced with known values of BIA and FOD 
and resulting LIPSS, characterised with SEM and AFM, are compared with the reference ones. The model can be also used in 
designing 3D laser processing strategies for achieving optimum throughput and quality.

Durability of lubricant-impregnated surfaces: the effects of laser textured surfaces on  
lubricant retention under vibrations
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Adhesion of liquid substances on packaging surfaces could lead to wastage, an increase of recycling costs, and 
even customers’ dissatisfaction in applications related to food, cosmetics and agrochemical industries. Surface 
functionalization approaches such as coatings and surface texturing/patterning have shown to enhance anti-adhesive 
properties of surfaces. However, inherent shortcomings of these approaches are durability and chemical leaching of 
such treated surfaces that hamper their broader use in practice. To overcome these limitations, lubricant-impregnated 
surfaces (LIS) have attracted recently the attention of industry and research. The research that will be presented 
reports an investigation into the durability of LIS, especially minimising any liquid food residues on surfaces of 
thermoplastic packaging solutions. Femtosecond laser processing and hot embossing were employed to produce 
two types of topographies for lubricant impregnation on stainless steel, polypropylene and polystyrene surfaces. In 
particular, the first type was surfaces with laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS), i.e. sub-micron ripples, 
while the second was surfaces with multiscale structures (MS), i.e. sub-micron on top of micro scale features. 
Then, LIS were attained by infusing silicon oil onto these two types of surface topographies. Droplet shedding 
characteristics of these LIPSS-LIS and MS-LIS substrates with water, milk and honey were examined before and 
after subjecting them to vibration. All the tested liquids have shown to be pinned onto the un-impregnated textured 
surfaces even at large tilt angles. At the same time, both LIPSS-LIS and MS-LIS samples exhibited excellent droplet 
shedding characteristics, even for tilt angles as low as 33°. In addition, the LIPSS-LIS substrates retained their 
functionality even after subjecting them to severe vibration cycles while this was not the case for the MS-LIS ones. 
The LIPSS topographies resisted to any lubricant migration due to high capillary forces. The research provides an 
insight into the design and manufacturing challenges associated with the cost-effective production of durable LIS for 
various potential application areas.
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Over recent years there has been a major interest in surface functionalization though laser texturing. The laser is a very flexible tool 
that allows precise and repeatable creation of small, even microscopic scale structures. By selecting a specific surface topography, 
it is possible to achieve particular surface properties. The work that is presented here is a part of the European project SHARK, 
a collaboration between research organisations, technology providers and end-users focused on the industrialisation of laser 
functional texturing. In this paper we present two surface functionalities: high friction surfaces and super hydrophobic, self-cleaning 
surfaces.

Introducing a specific pattern on the surface can be used as a way of tailoring the coefficient of static friction (CoSF). This 
application is focused on large marine engines where the high friction discs are used as a safety device, which is designed to 
transfer power but to slip at a certain torque load; hence a well-defined CoSF is required.

Laser texturing (nanosecond fibre laser, 220ns, 72 kHz) created a hexagonal pattern of peaks, with a honeycomb like pattern. 
After laser processing the surface was hardened using a chromium-based hardening process.  It was possible to tailor surface 
properties to achieve a CoSF of 0.58 with a surface hardness of ~ 270 HV.

Anti-wetting surfaces, known as well as superhydrophobic, exhibit water repellent features, and these can be used as low 
adhesion and self-cleaning surfaces. Using a low-cost nanosecond fibre laser (220 ns, 25 kHz, 150 mm/s) we have successfully 
created superhydrophobic surfaces on thin sheet sheets of 316L stainless steel. Directly after laser texturing surface is in fact 
hydrophilic, and then transitions to superhydrophobic over some days or even weeks depending on storage conditions. In this 
paper we demonstrate storage environments that significantly speed up this transition process, making it better suited to industrial 
applications. 

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for research and innovation 
under grant agreement no 768701
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Fabrication of functional surfaces drew a lot of attention in recent years since it allowed surfaces to attain innovative surface 
properties such as diffraction patterns for goods protection, friction reduction surfaces, superhydrophobicity, self-cleaning or anti-
bacteria and many more. Optimal design of surface micro and nanostructures can add such functionality on common materials. 
Fabrication of functional surfaces by laser direct writing has been demonstrated many times. However, the main drawback of this 
method is the long processing time in a range of minutes per square centimetre. Therefore, upscaling the fabrication speed is 
necessary. In recent years, development of new high-power laser systems facilitated large area micromachining applications on 
macroscopic areas with high throughputs meeting industry requirements. In this work, we demonstrate the potential of HiLASE 
high-power ultrashort laser systems for rapid large-scale multi-beam processing utilizing state of the art multi-beam approaches 
including beam splitting with diffractive elements, a novel method of large-beam interference patterning with 2 and 4 beams and 
dynamic beam-shaping with special light modulator combined with galvo scanner.
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Laser materials processing can be highly nonlinear, especially with the use of short-pulse lasers, and hence is acutely sensitive 
to laser parameters. Because of this, simulations based on understanding and calculation of the underlying physical principles 
are often unable to provide an exact numerical link between such parameters. Alternative approaches for characterising the laser 
materials interaction process, based on trial and error, often require a time-consuming experimental exploration over the available 
parameter space.

Machine learning techniques, specifically Neural Networks, offer an elegant solution to these problems.  Instead of incorporating 
the complex equations governing light-matter interactions, experimental data is used to train the network empirically. This allows 
the model to incorporate aspects of the process that may be unknown, even to the experimenter.

Here we apply machine learning to both parameter optimisation and predictive visualisation for laser surface texturing of micron-
sized dimples. The aim is to obtain the parameters needed to machine dimples with minimal height of unwanted redeposited 
material, while achieving a specified minimum dimple depth. Use of artificial neural networks for parameter optimisation can provide 
results very quickly with relatively small amounts of training data. In this work the network was able to predict the crown height to 
an accuracy of within 1% of the standard deviation of the data, which demonstrates the power of using neural networks.

Predictive visualisation is a more complex task involving generative networks but has the potential to be much more versatile. Here 
we have created a network that can predict the appearance of the surface, based on the parameters used, with a high degree of 
realism and precision. 

Critically, neural network approaches can greatly reduce the amount of experimental data and time required, and costs associated 
with laser process optimisation, without negatively impacting accuracy or performance.

SURFACE ENGINEERING 1

Laser ablation surface engineering for particle accelerators)
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High intensity charged particle accelerators are suffering from beam induced electron multipacting and electron cloud, electron 
multipacting effect is also a problem for radio-frequency resonators and vacuum wave-guides. One of the most efficient ways to 
mitigate such problems is developing and applying a surface with low Secondary Electron Yield (SEY). A low SEY < 0.9 surface 
can be produced on copper, aluminium and stainless steel surfaces with Laser ablation surface engineering (LASE) [1,2]. Further 
reduction in SEY down to SEY = 0.6 can be ached by bakeout, electron and/or photon bombardment [3]. The efficiency of this 
technology has been demonstrated in a machine test in SPS at CERN [4]. Presently, the LASE technology is a baseline design 
for the Future Circular Collider with 200-km of vacuum chamber to be treated, and many other small and large-scale applications 
around the wold, where the Laser Industry could be involved.  

[1] R. Valizadeh, O.B. Malyshev, S. Wang, et al. Low secondary electron yield engineered surface for electron cloud mitigation. Appl. Phys. Lett. 
105, 231605 (2014).

[2] R. Valizadeh, O. Malyshev. Apparatus and methods relating to reduced photoelectron yield and/or secondary electron yield. Patent publication 
number WO2015189645 A1. 17th Dec. 2015.

[3] R. Valizadeh, O.B. Malyshev, S. Wang, et al. Reduction of Secondary Electron Yield for E-cloud Mitigation by Laser Ablation Surface Engineer-
ing. Appl. Surf. Sci. 404, 370–379 (2017).

[4] S. Calatroni, E. Garcia-Tabares Valdivieso, H. Neupert, et al. First accelerator test of vacuum components with laser-engineered surfaces for 
e-cloud mitigation. Phys. Rev. Acc. and Beams 20, 113201 (2017).
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Additive manufacturing is gaining popularity due to the flexibility of the build process and ability to create complex 3-dimensional 
components without adding complexity to the manufacturing process. However, for most applications, the as-built surface quality 
is rarely sufficient and usually requires some additional post-processing steps to improve this. Currently employed post-processing 
methods include electrochemical and mechanical (abrasive) polishing, each with their own downsides. Electrochemical polishing is 
a non-selective process that works well for complex geometries, although requires masking (or further post-processing) to obtain 
multiple surface finishes. Mechanical polishing however is difficult to achieve with complex shapes, requiring highly skilled workers, 
and processing time increasing with complexity.

Laser polishing uses a laser beam to create a small melt pool on the surface of the material. The surface tension drives the 
molten material from the peaks to the valleys, therefore reducing the surface roughness without removing material. This non-
contact process can potentially provide shorter processing times than electrochemical and mechanical polishing with improved 
repeatability. Additionally, the absence of hazardous chemicals or abrasives delivers a more environmentally friendly process.

In this work, we show practical methods for implementing a laser polishing process to improve the surface quality of additively 
manufactured titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) and cobalt chrome medical implants. Using simple optical setups, we overcome the 
challenges of height variation affecting the laser energy density delivered to the part surface, as well as ensuring a continuously 
polished area for cylindrical-like parts. We also present an optical setup to deliver the laser to internal surfaces of hollow cylindrical 
parts. We have investigated the effect of laser polishing on material properties and found no impact compared with the as-built 
parts on the tensile properties.

Laser Shock Peening Applications Development at HiLASE Centre 
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We will present the latest development of the Laser Shock Peening (LSP) Applications carried out at HiLASE Centre. The achieved 
results and improvements made with the LSP technology applied for several different applications will be quantitatively and 
qualitatively presented. Improvements in additive manufacturing technology, cavitation erosion resistance, crack corrosion cracking, 
how the LSP can make additional improvements to laser hardened parts, etc., will be presented.
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Functional laser texturing has risen in recent years to be a very powerful tool for tailoring the surface properties of parts and 
components. The design of the fabricated surface textures often follows a biomimetic approach motivated by well-defined surface 
patterns with micro- and nanometer features. As a result, self-cleaning surfaces with an improved wettability, efficient engine 
components with optimised tribological properties as well as functional implants with increased biocompatibility are achievable 
today. The industrialisation of functional laser surface texturing necessitates an efficient production of these high-resolution 
surface features, which still represents one of the greatest technical challenges today. The compatibility of process speed and 
feature resolution represents today’s gordic knot in the field of laser-based surface functionalisation. In this context, Direct Laser 
Interference Patterning (DLIP) is identified as an outstanding technology for the efficient fabrication of tailored surface structures. 

The talk gives an overview about the most recent cutting-edge developments in the field of laser surface functionalisation using 
industry-ready and DLIP solutions developed at Fraunhofer IWS. This includes the next-generation of DLIP optical modules with 
advanced beam shaping enabling processing speeds of 2 – 5 m²/min as well as novel approaches to achieve extremely wear-
resistant surface textures. Most recent advances in functional laser surface texturing are demonstrated through applications 
examples in the field of anti-icing of aircraft surfaces, enhanced biocompatibility of implants and the next generation of electrical 
connectors. Furthermore, approaches for the prediction of surface properties are outlined in order to reduce the development time 
for industrial applications.
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Polycrystalline boron nitride cutting tools are widely used for hard-part steel turning due to their high wear resistance and long 
durability, however microstructurally different boron nitride composites are suited for different machining applications. Using a 
nanosecond fibre laser (1064-nm wavelength) surface engineering of polycrystalline boron nitride materials is proposed to change 
their mechanical properties and enable to extend the applicability of a specific grade to a variety of applications. The materials’ 
response to different fluences, feed speeds and pulse durations was investigated and characterised through a combination of 3D 
white light interferometry, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and micro-hardness measurements. 3D metrological data (Sa, Spk, 
Sku and Sq) of the samples were measured prior and post-process to provide an indication of the change in wear properties. 
Fractures between hard grains and binder and reduced surface integrity were highlighted by SEM analyses due to compressive 
stresses caused by a difference in thermodynamic properties between grains and binder. Increased frequency and energy density 
caused local heating corroborated by larger Sa, Spk and Sq values but lower Sku values. Micro-hardness measurements revealed 
up to 20% increased hardness and 10% decreased root mean square height (Sq) with reduced feed speed and energy density per 
pulse. 

SURFACE ENGINEERING 2

A study of the tactile friction behaviour between laser-textured metallic surfaces and counterpart polyure-
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Moving surface interactions between rigid and compliant materials such as engineering metals and polymers or rubbers have a 
wide range of functional applications in the automotive, aerospace, machine building and medical industries. Laser texturing has 
proven to be beneficial in the frictional interactions between rigid material pairs [1] but the effects governing textural geometries 
on the friction mechanisms between rigid and deformable counterparts is still poorly understood [2] particularly at low sliding 
velocities, making it difficult to design textures for specific tactile performance.

This presentation explores the laser generation of textures of defined geometries using femtosecond pulsed laser processing of 
a 316 stainless steel and studies the frictional performance against a natural polyurethane, selected for its controlled compliancy. 
Basic texture designs consisting of parallel and cross hatched grooves of controlled area ratios and depths were produced for 
the investigations. Using a laboratory based tribometer, empirical investigations were conducted to study the influences of groove 
width, depth, separation distance and orientation on surface friction under dry conditions in the surface velocity range of 1 to 2 
mm.s-1.

The results show that the tactile friction interaction between the selected tribo-pair is significantly improved with parallel groove 
textures in an orthogonal sliding direction compared with 900 cross-hatched textures.  The surface friction is most sensitive to 
groove width opposed to the ridge width between grooves, with grooves up to 200 micrometres wide corresponding to an ablated 
area ratio of 0.2 producing the lowest friction. Marginal gains in frictional performance were attained with groove depths of up to 
15 micrometers, which contributed to the overall surface friction performance improvement of 19% achieved from texturing by 
picosecond pulsed direct laser writing.

[1] Sharma V, Pandey PM, (2016) Recent advances in turning with textured cutting tools: A review. Journal of Cleaner Production, 137, 701-715

[2] Kosukegawa et al., (2015) Friction of 316 stainless steel on soft-tissue-like poly (vinyl alcohol) hydrogel in physiological liquid, Tribology inter-
national, 82, 407-414
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Bio-Inspired Non wetting surfaces by ultrafast laser processing

R. Jagdheesh, P. Hauschwitz, J. Brajer and T. Mocek
Hilase Centre, Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Za Radnici 828, 

Dolni Brezany 25241, Czech Republic. 
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Ultrafast lasers have strong potential to process wide range of materials from polymer to ceramic including the transparent 
materials. In recent time, there is huge response from the industries to develop a technology, which suits the industrial needs and 
environments for the production of new kind of products with superior properties that make easier the consumer life, i.e. anti-
finger print, easy to clean, bactericidal effects or oil repellent properties, at affordable costs. Improvement in the surface roughness 
can enhance the hydrophobic property of variety of materials.  Inspired by the nature, for eg. Morpho Deidamia and butterfly, 
makes advantage of micro/nano ratchet like structures on the wings for the detachment of water droplets, bio mimic surfaces 
of different kinds of wetting property such as super hydrophilic/hydrophobic, underwater super hydrophilic/hydrophobic surfaces 
were successfully produced.  The presentation focus on the development of bioinspired surface functionalization with ultrafast 
laser ablation on metals. Moreover, it gives a detailed information about the chemical process (environment friendly) required for 
the transformation of ultrahydrophilic (immediately after laser processing) to ultrahydrophobic in short interval of time compared to 
the conventional aging techniques. The significance of microstructures, nanostructures and hierarchical structures with respect to 
droplet volumes and the wetting phenomenon (rose petal and lotus effects) of laser-patterned surface would be discussed.

Development of advanced laser processes for multiscale surface modification of functional electrodes in 
Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometer instrumentation

Anupam Ghosal1, Olivier Allegre1, Zhu Liu2, Gordon Jones3

1- Laser Processing Research Centre, Department of Mechanical Aerospace and Civil Engineering, University of Manchester

2- Department of Materials, University of Manchester

3- Waters Corporation, Wilmslow

Corresponding author: Anupam.Ghosal@manchester.ac.uk

The modification of the surface properties, over multiple length scales, of functional engineering components, plays a significant 
part in optimising their functional performance. The surface chemistry, texture and crystal structure can influence the absorption 
and electronic properties of the surface, the susceptibility of the surface to wear and damage and the frictional, adhesive and 
wetting forces acting at a material interface. Therefore, multiscale surface modifications and the techniques available to affect such 
modifications are critical factors in the development of new functional electrodes in Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometer 
(LC-MS) instrumentation. 

The unique and novel interaction of tailored laser light with a material can lead to permanent changes in a material’s surface 
properties not easily achieved by other means. Laser irradiation has been shown to induce changes to the local chemistry, the local 
crystal structure and the local morphology, and this is expected to affect how an electrode will behave in an LC-MS application. 
In particular, short and ultrashort-pulse laser irradiation offers the ability to precisely deposit extremely large peak intensities into 
a material. Furthermore, very high spatial resolutions on or near the surface can be obtained through controlled laser parameters 
and using novel optical techniques such as vector field modulation [1,2]. The tailored laser-material interactions lead to extremely 
accurate control of the local surface properties relative to the bulk and other regions on the surfaces. 

The research will present recent results on ultrashort-pulse laser micro-texturing of electrodes and its impact on the electrode 
performance.

[1] J. Ouyang, W. Perrie, O.J. Allegre, T. Heil, Y. Jin, E. Fearon, D. Eckford, S.P. Edwardson, G. Dearden, (2015) Tailored optical vector fields 
for ultrashort-pulse laser induced complex surface plasmon structuring, Optics Express. 23 pp:12562

[2] O.J. Allegre, Z. Li, L. Li, (2019) Tailored laser vector fields for high-precision micro-manufacturing, CIRP Annals. 68 pp:193–196
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Hydrophobic agent adsorption dynamics of laser textured superhydrophobic metallic surfaces

James Macdonald1, Ainara Rodriguez2, Ronan Daly1
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Laser texturing of metals has been shown to produce superhydrophobicity through induced surface texture and chemistry 
modifications [1,2]. So far, industrial applications using this approach have been hampered by a lack of comparative studies into 
the optimal laser structuring approach. This study aims to provide a nuanced explanation of the chemical transition between 
highly wetting and non-wetting hydrophobicity after laser processing using nano- and femto- second lasers. This time-consuming 
transition process is linked to the adsorption of volatile organic compounds present in air. The nature of the transition is informed 
by exposing the laser textured surfaces to environments of hydrocarbons with known terminal groups and chain lengths. Surface 
structure, chemistry and wettability are characterized to inform the mechanism of the surface wetting transition.

1. Comparison of nano- and femto-second laser structured surface morphology and wetting properties
2. Gas adsorption dynamics of volatile organics with different functional groups
3. Exploring influence of chain length on hydrophobic properties
4. Durability testing of modification approaches

[1] James Macdonald, Ronan Daly. Taming the chemical transition of laser processed superhydrophobic surfaces and exploration of digital 
wettability contrast patterning, , Univ. of Cambridge (United Kingdom) [10906-58] SPIE Photonics West 2019

[2] M. Martínez-Calderon, A. Rodríguez et al. Femtosecond laser fabrication of highly hydrophobic stainless steel surface with hierarchical structures 
fabricated by combining ordered microstructures and LIPSS. Applied Surface Science 374 (2016) 81–89
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Laser direct writing of high quality cross-shaped terahertz mesh filter 

Hoang Le1, Pavel Penchev1, Stefan Dimov1

1- Department of Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT, UK
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Cross-shaped mesh terahertz (THz) filters are typically fabricated by either photolithography or metal additive manufacturing. 
Advantages of these technologies are the high dimensional accuracy of the former and the capability to create complex free form 
part of the later. Nevertheless, these fabrication approaches have some limitations, e.g. a relatively high processing time, a higher 
capital investment, a limited thickness in case of photolithography or poor surface integrity and porosity when produced by additive 
manufacturing. Laser direct writing (LDW) offers a machining solution that can address some of these shortcomings without 
sacrificing most of their advantages. Also, LDW can fulfil technical requirements associated with the product quality and can be 
applied on a wide range of materials. These additional advantages can broaden the application area of cross-shaped THz mesh 
filters.

Intrinsic characteristic of laser micro-structuring is the resulting tapering that impact both achievable geometrical and dimensional 
accuracy. This is the main challenge in applying LDW for producing such filters. In particular, these process limitations affect the 
dimensional and geometrical accuracy of their cross-shaped holes and then affects the performance of the mesh THz filters. The 
research that will be reported investigates a novel fabrication process that addresses the LDW limitations in producing such filters. 
It employs an ultrafast green laser and a  “precess” module [1] for varying the beam incident angle and thus to achieve a zero taper 
on the side of walls of the filters’ cross-shaped holes. In particular, the proposed LDW process improves the ablation efficiency and 
also the processing consistency along side walls of cross-shaped hole and thus to eliminate the tapering effect. The performance 
of mesh THz filters produced with the proposed LDW approach is also studied.  

[1] Estival, S., P.-E. Martin, and A. Kupisiewicz, Machining device. 2019, Google Patents.

DRILLING

Millisecond fibre laser drilling of deep holes

Sundar Marimuthu1, Justin Dunleavey 1, Bethan Smith1

1-The Manufacturing Technology Centre, Ansty Business Park, Coventry, UK

Corresponding author: Sundar.Marimuthu@the-mtc.org

Electrical discharge drilling is the current state-of-the-art for thick section drilling of metals and alloys. A promising alternative is 
the millisecond pulsed laser, which is a proven technology for high productivity drilling of cylindrical and shaped holes over metals 
and alloys with thickness less than 10 mm.  Millisecond laser drilling process is not yet used for thick materials due to the lack of 
process knowledge and issues associated with hole taper and thermal damage. 

This research investigates the fundamental characteristics of millisecond laser deep hole drilling (10-20 mm) of nickel superalloy. 
Experiments have been performed to understand the influence of various process parameters on the hole quality in both the 
piercing and trepanning processes, including gas composition, pulse energy, pulse duration and pulse frequency. Defects in thick 
section millisecond laser drilling are mostly associated with the piercing process, rather than the trepanning process. For this 
reason, the piercing process is studied in detail using high-speed and thermal-imaging cameras which aids the understanding 
of the material removal process and its effects on resultant hole quality and on subsequent trepanning process. High-quality and 
high-speed drilling is demonstrated with the use of the optimal gas composition for hole lengths of 20 mm with an aspect ratio of 
20. 
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An experimental study on quasi-CW fibre laser drilling of Hastelloy- X Alloy 

Mohammed Naeem 
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HASTELLOY X is a wrought nickel base alloy with excellent high temperature strength and oxidation resistance and this alloy is 
one of the most widely used nickel base superalloy for gas turbine engine for combustion zone components such as transition 
duct, combustor cans, spray bars and flame holders as well as in afterburners. Laser drilling of cooling holes in this alloy is well 
established  however, this alloy exhibit a relatively high susceptibility to microcracking in the recast layer with cracks often extending 
into the parent material (also referred to as base metal).

In this work, a parametric study was performed to investigate the crack behavior of HASTELLOY X alloy during trepan and 
percussion drilling respectively.   

 Pushing ultrafast laser drilling technologies to the edges

Joachim Ryll
Pulsar Photonics GmbH, Kaiserstraße 100, 52134 Herzogenrath, Germany

Corresponding author: ryll@pulsar-photonics.de

Ultrafast laser technologies offer many advantages in the production of precision drilling at high speed. The resolution, throughput 
and versatility of holes drilled with these laser sources can surpass what is possible with conventional drilling. In addition, since the 
application is digital, there is a lot of flexibility in the geometry and other features.

This presentation highlights the processing technologies of Pulsar Photonics which are available to the market. 

It includes multi-beam scanning technologies with drilling rates in the range of several kHz, the mass production of microfilter 
devices with through holes diameters below 3 µm, and precise nozzle manufacturing with high aspect ratio and burr free holes with 
rectangular cross section. 

As the technology advances, more specialised system technologies using coordinated scanners, beam shaping and machine axes 
become available which increase capability and flexibility of laser drilling.
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WELDING 2

Advanced manufacturing techniques for laser welding of automotive structural aluminium alloys

Mete Demirorer1, Hassam Naeem2, Wojciech Suder1, Supriyo Ganguly1, Simon Hogg2
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Aluminium alloys has been becoming very important key player in the automotive industry because of their desirable lightweighting 
options and cost-effectiveness. However, processing of aluminium is not easy and requires some additional precautions to obtain 
convenient results. Thermal degradation is the most damaging consequence that an age-hardened aluminium alloy system would 
suffer from fusion welding. Laser welding systems allows lower heat input, when compared to conventional welding techniques, 
due to its inherently higher power density, which allows much higher productivity. This results in a relatively faster thermal cycle 
with higher cooling rate. Laser welding allows very high repeatability and ease of automation which are crucial for the automotive 
industry. However, the modern aluminium alloy grades for automotive structural applications are sensitive to thermal energy and 
degradation in the weld and associated heat-affected zone due to irreversible microstructural changes in terms of precipitate 
coarsening which appears in the strength profile of a welded structure.

In the presented research work, laser process fundamentals and their impact on the material properties, which result in softening, 
were studied. The thermal cycle that would result in significant coarsening was determined and the process modelled to identify 
the processing parameters that would not cause any thermal degradation. Application of advanced cryogenic cooling was 
designed to suppress the thermal cycle further. Application of ternary and quaternary filler wires were designed to be applied 
with laser and laser plus arc processing to achieve weld metal grain refinement through provision of enough nucleation sites and 
suppressing traditional dendritic grain structure characteristic of a fusion zone. 

The experiments and analysis of data are currently ongoing to quantify the benefits that would realise through such novel and 
advanced design of process.

Comparative Evaluation of Laser Oscillation Welding applied on different functional alloys

Olusola Oyelola 1,2, Richard Jessett 1, Paul Harrison1, Wojciech Suder2, Supriyo Ganguly 2 

1- TRUMPF Laser UK Ltd, Wellington Park, Tollbar Way, Hedge End, Southampton, S030 2QU

2- School of Aerospace, Transport and Manufacturing, Cranfield University, MK43 0AL

Corresponding author: s.ganguly@cranfield.ac.uk

Current class manufacturing presents oscillation welding with fibre lasers as a viable option for welding of functional components 
for use in e-mobility battery applications and other high throughput applications. The ease of control of the energy input and 
the related weld aspect ratio attainable, gives advantages over conventional laser welding approaches. Indeed, this has been 
the subject of a number of investigations. However, material response to welding with this strategy has been found to vary and 
process windows have been investigated by various integrators to highlight these variations. This study aims to investigate, using 
a single mode fibre laser, the relationship between laser beam oscillating parameters and the variation in aspect ratio and the 
underlying causes due to material physical properties of aluminium, copper and stainless steel. Results from the use of oscillation 
welding are compared to conventional laser welding at comparable energy and power densities for the subject materials. The 
suitability of oscillation welding for such applications with different material characteristics and properties are analysed and reported 
in this study. 
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 Remote laser welding of car doors with optical seam tracking

Alexander Müller1, Matthias Kühnel1

II-VI Incorporated, Hermann-von-Helmholtz-Str. 2, 14532 Kleinmachnow, Germany

Corresponding author: Matthias.Kuehnel@II-VI.com

The increasing precision, versatility, and speed of laser processing heads, which have over time increased manufacturing efficiency, 
are enabling improvements in the quality and performance of systems for vehicle manufacturing. The RLSK remote laser welding 
system from II-VI features a state-of-the-art optical seam-tracking device for welding aluminum and steel car doors that enables 
significantly lower cycle times compared with standard tactile guided welding optics. Our presentation relates a case study 
demonstrating the benefits and capabilities of this seam-tracking device.

 Kilowatt Blue Laser Sources for processing solutions in eMobility

Simon Britten1, Andre Eltze2, Gary Broadhead3

1,2 Laserline GmbH, Mulheim-Karlich, Germany

3, Laser Lines Limited, Banbury, UK

Corresponding author: andre.eltze@laserline.com

The laser based processing of batteries gained significance in the last years due to advantageous control of energy deposition 
and low heat impact on the active material. Currently established IR lasers however are restricted in the process efficiency and 
suffer from a spatter-risk. By using newly available diode lasers with the lower blue 450nm wavelength, sources emitting at 450nm 
can increase the process efficiency by a factor of up to 20 times, for the melting of copper. The high absorption level allows new 
process approaches, which were formerly however restricted by the conventionally low power level of blue laser systems. With the 
availability of a kilowatt laser system with 450 nm wavelength, a major step has been achieved to reach industrial relevant power 
levels. In this contribution we will review the latest application results regarding blue laser welding for the battery cell manufacturing 
and the battery module interconnection. This consists of welding results of copper to copper connections and also dissimilar 
material combinations.
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Blue Lasers Poised to Enhance Automobile Fabrication 

Andrew Dodd1), Jean-Michel Pelaprat1), Matthew Finuf1), Dr. Mark Zediker1)
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Automobiles are becoming increasingly electronic.  An array of sensors is nearly mandatory for today’s vehicles, to say nothing 
of the actuators, batteries, and electric motors also becoming pervasive in automobile design.  Those electronics bring great 
capabilities, but they also present a new array of challenges.  Specifically, each component, and each element within those 
components, need to be joined with high mechanical and electrical fidelity.  In general, the efficiency of electrical components 
depends on their density.  The number of turns in a solenoid or a motor coil, for example, drives the coupling efficiency, while the 
density of foils in batteries is directly related to energy storage capacity. 

The problem is that current joining methods require a significant area — in addition to being subject to defects that reduce 
electrical efficiency and mechanical strength.  A new industrial blue laser has already demonstrated the ability to rapidly produce 
high-quality joints in very limited space.  For example, the new laser is making it possible for one manufacturer to rapidly 
produce very dense motor coils, because the blue laser can weld extremely tight radii.  Given the growing number of electrical 
joints required with each new model year, the blue laser is poised to become a significant tool to enhance productivity for future 
automobile production. 

We will cover the fundamental difference between high power, high-brightness, blue laser and infrared lasers as well as green 
lasers. We will then provide some applications ranging from battery welding (cell and pack) e-mobility and sensors.

Remote Laser Welding of Die-cast Aluminium Parts for E-mobility Applications with High Frequency Beam 
Oscillation and Beam Shaping

Mikhail Sokolov, Pasquale Franciosa, Tianzhu Sun, Dariusz Ceglarek
WMG, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, UK

corresponding author: p.franciosa@warwick.ac.uk

Although significant research already exists mapping current joining technologies to manufacturing readiness levels, there is a 
significant gap in understanding needs and requirements for manufacturing of structural components for e-mobility applications. 
Among all, the battery tray is the interface between the underbody structure and the road for the housing of battery packs. Its 
design implies high engineering complexity with multiple requirements such as water/gas tightness, strength, weight distribution 
and cooling of high-voltage circuits. Owing to the excellent flexibility and cost affordability, aluminium die-cast materials are 
frequently used in a number of critical areas such as corner nodes, front and rear rails and interface blocks with the vehicle 
structure. The selection of the joining processes is a challenging task which must account for both technical performances (i.e., 
strength and sealing of the joints) and manufacturing costs.  Remote Laser Welding (RLW) is fast becoming a key process due 
to its competitive processing speed, less restrictive single-sided access requirements and improved process flexibility. Die-cast 
components have limited or no weldability due to entrapped gases which generate pores or cavities. Therefore, the interaction time 
between laser beam and material as well as the heat balance have to be carefully controlled to reduce the porosity level and hence 
achieve the desired joint integrity and durability.

This paper aims at providing a view on the selection of the welding equipment in terms of beam oscillation, power modulation 
and beam shaping, and demonstrate the development of the process parameters for two sets of dissimilar aluminium alloys: (1) 
sheet metal Al (AC170) to Al casting (C611); and, (2) Al casting (C611) to Al extrusion (AA6063). Experimental data shows that the 
porosity level can be significantly reduced by the combination of high frequency beam oscillation and the dual beam welding with 
novel Adjustable Ring Mode (ARM) laser. High speed images, metallographic analysis and mechanical tests are used to validate the 
process and provide thoughtful insights about the dynamics of the molten pool.
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CFD Simulations for Laser Welding 
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Laser technologies have advanced a lot in the past few years, and laser manufacturers are now able to offer high powered lasers 
with pulsing capabilities at different wavelengths. The integration of lasers with robotic automation systems, controllers, and 
process sensors have expanded their use in various manufacturing industries, enabling laser welded joints with low heat inputs 
and smaller heat affected zones. However, defects such as solidification cracking, porosity, and spatter can arise due to insufficient 
knowledge in process control. Modelling tools can be beneficial in mitigating some of these challenges, paving the way for 
widespread adoption of laser welding. 

Laser-material interaction is complex, and to accurately model it requires implementing the physics that is relevant at these 
temporal and spatial scales. The laser heat source deposits energy at the surface, melting the substrate and creating a pool 
of molten metal. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are a useful tool for analyzing melt pool dynamics to optimize 
process parameters in laser welding processes.  CFD models, which are based on a rigorous solution of the conservation 
equations can provide further insights into fluid convection in the melt pool, porosity formation, temperature gradients, cooling 
rates and microstructure predictions. With experimental studies capturing melt pool temperatures and dimensions, it is possible 
to validate the numerical models that incorporate physics such as viscous flows, heat transfer, recoil pressure, phase change, 
and solidification. In this presentation, case studies from industry and academia highlighting the successful use of CFD models in 
understanding the influence of process parameters such as laser power, beam shape and scan speeds on laser welding, brazing, 
soldering and cladding process stability are discussed. Additionally, information from these CFD models can be used to accurately 
model additional aspects like residual stresses and thermal distortions in the welded joint.
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SYSTEMS, AUTOMATION & MONITORING

Trust in your laser processes with real time temperature monitoring

Jim Leach1, Alexander Goerk2
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The use of temperature monitoring devices in low power laser welding systems is invaluable in applications involving laser plastic 
welding, laser soldering, glass frit welding and sintering metal nanoinks for flexible printed electronics. This integrated process 
monitoring technique makes it possible to monitor both the thermal signal as well as the temperature in real time. Consequently, 
this enables precise control of the laser power and traversing speed allowing high repeatability. Furthermore, there is a high 
accuracy of temperature monitoring due to the temperature signal being measured on-axis.

Experimental investigation of accuracy, repeatability and reproducibility of multi-axis laser processing 
systems

Themistoklis Karkantonis1, Tian Long See2, Stefan Dimov1

1– Department of Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering, The University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK

2- The Manufacturing Technology Centre Ltd, Pilot Way, Ansty Park, Coventry, CV7 9JU, UK

Corresponding author: TXK880@bham.ac.uk

The requirements that complex miniaturised components for various application areas, e.g. in aerospace and automotive industrial 
sectors, have to satisfy are constantly growing and therefore the demand for precision multi-axis micro-machining system (MMS) 
is increasing. Laser-based MMSs that can fulfil such requirements have attracted a significant interest due to their capabilities 
to execute different laser processing operations, e.g. structuring, texturing, drilling, cutting and patterning, on free form surfaces 
in a fully integrated platform on a wide range of materials. However, component technologies of such laser-based MMSs have 
intrinsic shortcomings, i.e. associated with their mechanical stages and beam deflector systems, which constrain their accuracy, 
repeatability and reproducibility (ARR) and therefore their wide deployment. Although information about accuracy and repeatability 
of these component technologies are provided in their technical specifications, it is not possible to judge the overall processing 
uncertainty in executing multi-axis machining operations based on this information. Therefore, to investigate the capabilities of 
these component technologies, a series of experiments were conducted using a state-of-the-art multi-axis laser-based MMS. 
In particular, the effects of mechanical and optical axes on its ARR was investigated while processing free form surfaces. This 
research provides an insight into the manufacturing challenges and limitations of laser micro-machining platforms associated with 
the fabrication of 3D miniaturised components for various potential application areas.
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With the drive to increase efficiency, reduce costs, improve quality or offer new products, many industries are looking to alternative 
and or new manufacturing processes.

Using lasers can offer solutions to meet a great deal of these requirement.  However, the laser source and beam delivery optics are 
only one small piece of the jigsaw puzzle when a truly industrial solution is required.

To meet the demands of industry an automated solution is usually required. This can be anything from a simple ‘benchtop’ solution 
comprising of very basic automation, control, guarding and tooling to a fully automated production line utilising, conveying systems, 
robots, vision, complex tooling and state of the art control and monitoring.

Automated laser solutions can be implemented across a wide variety of industrial sectors. New laser technologies continue to 
emerge at a growing rate, leading to solutions for more and more diverse and demanding applications.  As a result, we have seen 
a dramatic increase in the need for higher and higher levels of integration between laser sources and fully automated solution.

This presentation will concentrate not on the laser sources but on how we can combine them with automated solutions to meet 
the demands of industry today and in the future.

Scoring of invisible tear lines in airbag covers 

Michael Krug
JENOPTIK Automatisierungstechnik GmbH, Goeschwitzer Str. 39b, 07745 Jena, Germany 

michael.krug@jenoptik.com

In the presented procedure for laser scoring, a laser creates a series of blind holes on the reverse of the material. This means that 
a weakening line is created along the contour of the airbag flap. Vehicle passengers will not notice the integrated breaking point. 
However, if a situation arises when the airbag needs to trigger, then the material rips open at the weakened point.

A process is presented in which a defined residual wall thickness is generated in plastic components using powerful CO2 lasers 
and a fast control loop using CO2 power detectors. 

[1] S. Dienert JENOPTIK VOTAN A product line presentation
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Tunable GHz and MHz femtosecond burst for various material processing
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Femtosecond lasers are versatile tools that enable unique material processing capabilities. Recently a new type of technology was 
created that allows splitting the singular femtosecond pulse into a train of pulses separated either at several hundred picoseconds 
or tens of nanoseconds. In other words, laser can operate in burst regime in MHz or/and GHz frequency domains. Due to the 
short time separation between adjacent femtosecond pulses, the light-matter interactions mechanisms are different as compared 
to a conventional femtosecond laser therefore this regime opens new frontiers for material micromachining. To demonstrate burst-
in-burst capabilities, the femtosecond laser CARBIDE (Light Conversion, Lithuania) was used which can output up to 80 W of 
average power, at a maximum pulse energy of 800 µJ, operating at a repetition rate of up to 1 MHz. The burst-train envelope is 
configurable (from declining to quasi-flat to inclining) which allows finding the optimal material processing parameters [1].

It is known, that using the burst modes it is possible to improve the material ablation rate per unit of energy as compared to a 
conventional femtosecond laser setup. [1]. Moreover, the thermal input into the material while it is being micromachined can be 
controlled by adjusting the parameters of burst. This is particularly interesting for surface smoothing and polishing applications. In 
addition, the burst mode is useful for drilling of brittle materials, cutting, deep engraving [2], selective ablation, transparent materials 
volume modification, high contrast marking or fabricating functional surfaces. 

[1]  S. Butkus, D.Paipulas, M.Barkauskas, K.Neimontas and V.Sirutkaitis “  Comparison of GHz, MHz and kHz Femtosecond Burst Mode 
Micromachining of Invar Foils” Proceedings of LPM2017 - the 18th International Symposium on Laser Precision Microfabrication

[2] A.Žemaitis, P.Gečys, M.Barkauskas, G.Račiukaitis and M.Gedvilas, “Highly-efficient laser ablation of copper by bursts of ultrashort tuneable (fs-
ps) pulses”, Scientific Reports, volume 9, Article number: 12280 (2019).

Industrial femtosecond lasers for high precision micro-machining 

Ben Fulford, Jason Lee, David Birkin, Rolf Birch
Luxinar Ltd, Meadow Road, Bridgehead Business Park, Kingston upon Hull, HU13 0DG, UK

Corresponding author: ben.fulford@luxinar.com

High average power femtosecond lasers are becoming more widely used as a tool for industry to machine materials with high 
precision whilst imparting minimal thermal damage to the surrounding area. The high peak power produced by such systems allow 
almost any material to be processed, including those that are transparent at the laser wavelength.

A 1 µm laser system that utilises a dual-function pre/power amplifier based on thin-slab architecture [1] will be presented.  The 
novel amplifier design combined with a unique pumping technique [2] allows the system to output > 120 W from 1 MHz to 40 MHz 
with a pulse duration of 900 fs.  The beam profile is Gaussian with an M2 value of < 1.3 in both axes.  An integrated pulse-picker 
may be used to control individual pulses up to 10 MHz. This allows burst-mode operation to be implemented; a very important 
function for applications such as glass separation [3]. Not only can the bursts be controlled in the temporal domain, but the pulse 
energy of each individual pulse may be controlled in order to shape the bursts.

Insertion of an LBO nonlinear crystal at the output of the system allows for wavelength conversion from 1030 nm to 515 nm with 
a conversion efficiency of up to 74 % and a pulse duration of 750 fs. 515 nm is preferred for machining materials such as copper 
where the absorption at this wavelength is higher than at 1030 nm.  A UV version of the laser operating at 343 nm will also be 
discussed.

[1] J. R. Lee, B. S. Fulford, “Optical amplifier arrangement”, UK patent GB2505315B (2014)
[2] H. J. Baker, J. R. Lee, B. S. Fulford, D. J. L. Birkin “Laser beam amplification by homogenous pumping of an amplification medium”, UK patent 
GB2518794 (2016)
[3] S. Abbas Hosseini, Peter R. Herman, “Method of material processing by laser filamentation”, US patent US20130126573A1 (2013)
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The way femtosecond lasers are used has changed over the years and with this, the way femtosecond lasers are manufactured. 
Nowadays femtosecond lasers are well established reliable tools in the industry and the expectations of the ability of these lasers 
has also grown.

As a response, laser manufacturers adapted the architecture of the laser to the usage and the process, to allow easy integration of 
the lasers and faster processing.

As throughput requirements grow, high power femtosecond lasers are becoming the new standard in the industry, opening doors 
to other markets and applications. Driven by the biggest players in the display market, the development of >100 Watt femtosecond 
laser in infrared, has given access to high power femtosecond laser UV. But the increase in power is not the only development on 
femtosecond lasers that makes advance processing possible. Current architectures allow users to freely select pulses from the 
oscillator and to change the repetition rate of the laser during the process, while maintaining the energy per pulse constant. The 
key advantage of this pulse on demand up to 40MHz function, is the exploitation of acceleration and deceleration phases of the 
scanner, keeping the distance between two consecutive pulses on the sample the same.

Another strategy to increase the throughput is to increase operate in the GHz regime. When operating in the kHz regime, the 
residual heat will mostly dissipate in the time between two consecutive pulses, but in the GHz regime this is not the case. 
Therefore, the consecutive pulse incidents on a heated surface and due to the heat, that remained in the material, the ablation 
threshold decreases.

Where in the past, developments have pushed the technology to a higher level, current development will push the industry to a 
higher level.
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Nanosecond UV Imaging Systems Maintain Superiority in Demanding Applications
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UV excimer lasers dominated the advanced micromachining market for decades. Despite strong challenges from DPSS, fiber, 
and ultrashort lasers, nanosecond UV gas lasers have cemented a presence as the only solution for many applications. Imaging 
systems make ideal use of the large, uniform beam the excimer outputs- allowing sub-micron repeatability and flexibility in shaping 
laser light delivery to target. Mini excimers have overtaken their large predecessors for many applications as a cost-effective and 
low maintenance tool.

This presentation demonstrates areas where the excimer, especially at a wavelength of 193 nm, retains superiority. Ideal 
applications discussed include large area, low energy density scanning applications, such as laser lift-off (LLO) and annealing, 
where <3% beam uniformity may be required over a 500 x 500-micron area, or medium to high energy density micromachining 
of features < 2- 150 microns wide. Examples of micromachined features as well as processing strengths and limitations are 
demonstrated for key materials including many sensitive and transparent materials such as glass, diamond, MgO, and polymers.

Imaging system design is critical to make the best use of the excimer beam. Mask geometry can be used to differentially expose 
material and create complex 3D contoured geometries. Examples of contours and possibilities for masks in motion will be 
discussed. 

A Hybrid Approach to Multi-physics Laser-processing for Low-volume Manufacturing

Jason Jones1, Peter-Jon Solomon2, Peter Coates2

1- Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies, 310 Industrial Blvd #103, McKinney, TX, USA

2- Hybrid Manufacturing Technologies, Rawdon Network Centre, Marquis Drive, Moira, Leics., United Kingdom

Corresponding author: jj@hybridmanutech.com

Since its inception, a wide variety of processing physics have been developed to make use of laser energy in manufacturing 
applications. Typically switching between different sizes and configurations of laser processing heads is capital intensive, time 
consuming, or both. For example, frequently a beam switch or manual changing and re-alignment of the fibre into a separate 
processing head are needed to switch processing scales, configuration, or physics. These practicalities have favoured the moving 
of parts between separate machines, where each machine is optimized for a particular type of laser processing (cutting, adding, 
etc.). While this approach is efficient, it requires enough throughput to justify the capital investment for multiple laser-based 
machines. For that reason, it often remains out of reach for lower-volume manufacturing operations.

In the last seven years, innovations in beam delivery have enabled applications combining laser-based additive manufacturing with 
conventional CNC machining. Using laser processing inside of CNC machines has prompted the development of beam delivery 
techniques and equipment that can handle the mechanical demands and dirty use environment of a CNC machine. The ethos of 
CNC machining has increased operational flexibility by pushing these systems to incorporate automatically interchangeable nozzles 
and optics. These developments now return new opportunities for optimization to the laser-processing market.

This presentation reviews innovations in beam delivery and laser processing head design enabling multiple modes of laser 
processing never before used in a single setup. This novel approach enables unique focusing optics and nozzle designs to be 
used for manufacturing varied parts, where different heads can be deployed automatically on a feature-by-feature basis. Examples 
will be discussed, including internal and external cladding on the same part, and the technical and commercial advantages of 
the added flexibility highlighted. Progress so far provides compelling evidence of future development trends for automating hybrid 
manufacturing processes.
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Many industrial lasers produce a circular shaped output beam with a gaussian intensity profile; and many laser material processing 
applications would be measurably more efficient if a different intensity profile was used, with further efficiency gains if the laser 
beam incident on the work piece had a square shaped spot.

Many scanner based applications where a laser spot is rastered across the workpiece – additive manufacturing, remote welding, 
heat treating – can have significantly increased efficiency if a square shaped spot with a flat top profile is used. However, the long 
working distance of scanner based systems means that whatever spot is produced needs to remain as close as possible to the 
diffraction limit the unshaped beam.

Traditional optics approaches to creating a square shaped flat top profile are generally inefficient and result in spots that are either 
too large or with too shallow an intensity profile. However, freeform optical components have the potential to create steep profile, 
close to diffraction limited spots. We present recent work on the development of flat top beam shapers made as freeform surfaces 
in fused silica that are (i) easy to use with existing scanners; (ii) are robust & capable of very high power handling (CW and pulsed); 
(iii) have a very high conversion efficiency.

We present the design limits of freeform optical beam shapers for the generation of square shaped flat top profile spots, with an 
emphasis on the functional performance of these beam shapers, with results showing practical implementation.

Fully reflective one by nine beam splitter for high throughput surface decoating 

Ivan Gusachenko1, Jerôme Patars2, Gwenn Pallier1, Anne Henrottin2, David Bruneel2, Pu Jian 1,Olivier Pinel1, Jose Anto-
nio Ramos-de-Campos2, Guillaume Labroille1

Cailabs, Rennes, FRANCE

Lasea, Angleur, BELGIUM

Gwenn@cailabs.com

Lasers have been widely used for decades for material processing from Laser Beam Welding to Laser Cutting applications. The 
recent development of Ultra Short Pulse (USP) lasers has broadened the range of possibilities thanks to their inherent capabilities 
of processing without thermal effects. 

Direct surface treatment is one of these highly promising applications. Laser thin film removal is especially interesting for solar cells 
industry, OLED and microelectronics, as well as watchmaking and jewellery. Laser decoating consists in ablating small thickness of 
material in a highly selective way, achieving selective engraving without delamination, bumps or microcracks. 

Despite the constantly increasing power available in turn-key USP systems, the throughput speed is governed by the optimal beam 
parameters for a given process, and does not scale with power. On the other hand, splitting the main beam into several beams 
offers a scalable parallelization while conserving the optimal fluence/pulse energy. Therefore, associating versatile beam splitting to 
USP lasers enables processing larger area and improving the process yield, the main challenge being handling the high power. 

We report here a one by nine beam splitter with a fully reflective design used with an  average power of up to 100W with a pulse 
duration below 500 fs. The patterns on the processing area are 15 µm waist gaussian shapes with a 150 µm pitch.

We show here the process results including the repeatability of the pattern over the 100mm F-theta field of view.  A pattern in both 
directions has been tested showing the performance while scanning in each direction. The achievable ablation rate is presented 
and quality comparison with a process with a single beam of similar dimension and energy. We also demonstrate the compatibility 
with micro-processing processes and equipment such as industrial femto-second laser and galvo-scanner.
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Tailored femtosecond laser beam focused by using microscope objective lenses
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Femtosecond laser-material processing using microscope objective lenses leads to high processing resolutions, thanks to the 
combined effect of ultra-short pulse lengths and small focal spot size. This has been developed in many applications, for example 
the Bessel beam generation for Nano-channel fabrication [1] and subsurface waveguides writing [2]. The state of polarization has 
a strong influence on the focusing properties of the beam, especially under high numerical aperture (NA) conditions. Laser beams 
with uniform polarization states (i.e. linear or circular polarizations) are widely used in many applications, since their focussing 
properties are well known. However, inhomogeneous states of polarizations (such as radial and azimuthal) have attracted significant 
interest in recent years, since they induce distinct focal field characteristics compared with uniform polarizations. The objective 
lenses have the ability of focusing laser beams into a near diffraction limited size, which makes micro-scale processing possible.

This research introduces the analyse of femtosecond laser beam focused under microscope objective lens with different NAs. 
By using a double liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLMs) system, the laser beam polarization, wavefront, as well as the 
intensity distribution have been modified. The footprints on polished single crystal silicon reveal the intensity distribution of the laser 
beam in Fourier plane. By designing tailored input laser beams, specific structured focus can be obtained, leading to high-quality 
and high-efficiency micro-scale processing.

[1] F. Courvoisier, M. K. Bhuyan, M. Jacquot, P. A. Lacourt, R. Salut, L. Furfaro (2011) High aspect ratio taper-free micro and nano-channel 
fabrication in glass with ultrafast nondiffracting Bessel beams, SPIE LASE, Vol. 7921, pp. 79210K

[2] V. Diez-Blanco, J. Siegel, A. Ferrer, A. Ruiz de la Cruz, J. Solis (2007) Deep subsurface waveguides with circular cross section produced by 
femtosecond laser writing, Applied Physics Letters, vol. 91, pp. 051104

Laser Welding in Inner Diameter (ID) of tubes having a diameter less than 145 mm port

Sabi Sabarikanth
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Welding was required to be done on the Inner Diameter(ID) as there were 300 tubes on the sheet of diameter 9m each with Outer 
Diameter (OD) of 220 mm and ID of 200 mm with weld thickness 10 mm. The access on the OD was not possible since the gap 
between tubes was 50 mm. 

The present technique of Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding is a time-consuming process. The defect-free welded samples highly 
depended on skills of manpower and up to 6 trials of TIG welding had to be done to qualify the standards. Hence the production 
time to weld 300 tubes was about 6 months.

A High-Power Adjustable Ring Mode (ARM) laser with an output power of 8 kW was used for the welding process. We have 
welded at a speed of 70 sec per tube. To ensure the quality of the ARM laser welding, the samples were subjected to Non-
destructive tests and destructive tests and have been accepted as per ASTM standards.
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The use of optical fibre sensors, such as fibre Bragg gratings (FBG), provides opportunity for conditional health monitoring of a 
structure or process. FBGs allow for in-situ measurement of temperature and strain. The measurement of these parameters is 
important for advanced and complex structures where these sensors can provide real-time information to support lifetime condition 
monitoring.

In general sensor reliability drops as the temperature, moisture content and environmental corrosiveness increases.  These 
limitations can be overcome by embedding sensors in high melting point metals to extend their operation for use at elevated 
temperatures and within harsh environments.

A fibre embedding process chain has been devised to facilitate embedding of optical fibres within additive layer manufactured 
(ALM) stainless steel (SS) components.  The ALM process provides access to any point of the component during manufacture, 
which is beneficial for the embedding of sensors inside a functional component. Furthermore, parts with complex geometries and 
internal features, unattainable with other forms of manufacture, become feasible using ALM technologies, but pose additional 
challenges for accurate modelling and external monitoring.  Embedding sensors directly into such structures is a possible solution 
to this challenge.

Selective laser melting is a powder bed fusion ALM technique where a laser selectively melts metallic powder in accordance with 
the geometrical data of the build layer, defined by a 3D CAD model. The small spot sizes achievable by SLM systems are well 
suited for fibre embedding as the localised melt pools limits interaction through conduction with the surrounding material.   A 
system has been set up for use with SS-316 powder, that is capable of embedding fibres in test structures. The high nickel 
content within SS-316 allows for intermixing of the host material with the fibre protective nickel jacket thereby bonding the fibre to 
the surrounding material.

Ministry of Defence ©British Crown Copyright 2020/AWE
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Ultrashort-pulse processing with tailored laser vector fields 
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Micro-texturing processes using ultrashort-pulse lasers present significant advantages compared with traditional laser 
manufacturing methods. The laser-material interactions occur within a time span that is shorter than characteristic thermal diffusion, 
and this leads to high accuracy processing without Heat Affected Zones and promotes non-linear interactions such as multi-
photon absorption [1-3]. Thanks to the availability of robust, affordable ultrashort-pulse laser systems delivering repetition rates and 
average power values compatible with commercial applications, these processes are gradually becoming mainstream in several 
high-precision industries and allowing to develop new applications. As a result, there has been a growing urgency to develop 
new methods for optimizing the optical characteristics of ultrashort-pule laser beams e.g. intensity or polarization profiles to tailor 
laser material interactions for specific processes. Various optical control methods have been developed, referred to as adaptive 
optics, structuring of light or vector beam shaping. For example the technique of adaptive optics has been used to inscribe micro-
structures such as waveguides or electrodes in transparent bulk material [4]. The research presented here will provide an overview 
of these methods, and will present specific applications. Example surface micro texturing using various cylindrical vector beams, 
laser internal direct writing of diamond with distinct optical polarization and wavefront fields will be presented. We will illustrate how 
these techniques can be used to improve the flexibility, speed and reliability of these laser processes.

[1] Gattass, R. R. & Mazur, E. (2008) Femtosecond laser micromachining in transparent materials, Nat. Photonics 2, 219–225 
[2] Malinauskas, M. et al. (2013) Ultrafast laser nanostructuring of photopolymers: a decade of advances, Phys. Rep. 533, 1–31
[3] Gross, S. & Withford, M. J. (2015) Ultrafast-laser-inscribed 3d integrated photonics: challenges and emerging applications, Nanophotonics 4, 
332–352
[4] Salter & Booth (2019) Adaptive optics in laser processing, Light: Science & Applications 8:110

Laser-fabrication of electrocatalysts from nanoparticles to single atoms 

Yudong Peng,  Zhu Liu
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Precious metal-based electrocatalysts have been considered as the best candidates for applications in energy conversion and 
storage, including electrochemical processes in fuel cells, due to their excellent electrocatalytic performance towards the reactions 
occurring at both anode and cathode. To minimize the usage of precious metal and enhance its catalytic property, one of the key 
efforts has been devoted to designing nanoscale materials as the size of metal nanoparticles decreases to nanometer, or down 
to atomic levels, their catalytic performance can be effectively improved due to increased number of exposed surface atoms and 
further modification for the ratio of undercoordinated atoms.

At The University of Manchester, we have developed laser-assisted fabrication methods to generate Pt-based electrocatalys, 
aiming to explore the potential of laser fabrication methods for effective size reduction of nanomaterials from nanoparticles to 
single atoms. The Pt nanoparticles of ~5nm are achieved through laser ablation and refinement; The Pt-nanoparticles of ~2nm 
on reduced graphene oxide supporting material are achieved by laser-assisted solution route and the Pt single-atoms on reduced 
graphene oxide are achieved by laser-assisted solid-phase synthesis via simultaneously photo-reduction of graphene oxide 
and metal precursors. The electrochemical characterisation demonstrates that the laser-fabricated catalysts exhibit comparable 
electrochemical activity to the commercial Pt-based catalyst but with ultrahigh precious metal utilization. With the size down 
to atomic level, the atomically dispersed Pt on graphene support exhibits a small overpotential of -42.3 mV at -10 mA cm-2 for 
hydrogen evolution reaction and a mass activity tenfold higher than that of the commercial Pt/C catalyst.

Such laser synthesis methods can avoid the use of harsh chemicals, are simple, ultrafast and potentially scalable. It can be readily 
extended to other metals and supporting materials for mass production of functional single atom catalysts (SACs) for various 
applications.
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Surface treatment of metals and alloys via laser processing has been a successful technique adopted in various industrial 
sectors to improve the materials’ mechanical properties. Among surface treatments techniques, laser shock processing with/
without coatings has been found promising to allow for functionality to be applied to materials through a change in the surface 
topography. Research in the area of laser shock processing of diamond materials with/without coating is still scarce and requires 
an in depth understanding on the effect of the processing parameters on the achieved properties. The current work is focused 
on low energy laser shock processing with/without coating of two different grades of PCD using a 1064 nm wavelength single 
mode SPI redENERGY G4 pulsed fibre laser. A range of laser conditions such as power intensity, feed speed, frequency and 
waveform are investigated to understand the effect of light distribution and fluence/energy density on the laser spot size. Surface 
modifications such as surface roughness, hardness, and microstructure of the PCD grades are investigated before and after 
laser processing and compared to the as-received benchmarked material. A 3D white light interferometry (Alicona InfiniteFocus), 
scanning electron microscopy and NanoTest system equipped with Berkovich indenter are used to characterise the pre and post 
processed materials. The samples processed using low-energy shock processing revealed a 35% increase of micro hardness in 
comparison to the as-received samples. This work is a step towards the development of low energy processing techniques whilst 
characterising the laser process parameters to surface treat PCDs.

Impact of laser texturing parameters and processing environment in the anti-wetting transition of nanosec-
ond laser generated textures in stainless steel 

J.P. Godoy Vilar1,2 , W.S.Gora2, T.L.See1, D.P.Hand2
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Super-hydrophobic surfaces have been a subject of significant interest in the engineering field for many years, particularly due to 
the potential to create self-cleaning surfaces. A droplet of water landing on a super-hydrophobic surface will roll or slide away, 
whilst taking with it any surface debris.  Superhydrophobic surfaces found in nature indicate that hierarchical structures with 
roughness or features at two length scales have good anti-wetting performance; a task for which a short pulsed laser is ideally 
suited. 

In this presentation we report our work in which flat sheets of SS304S15 were textured using a nanosecond pulsed fibre laser 
operating at 1064 nm wavelength. Quantitative analysis of the wettability of the laser structured surfaces was carried out by 
measuring the static contact angle of a droplet of deionized water with a volume in the microliter range.  As with other reports, 
these surfaces are initially hydrophilic, and after a time delay of some days to weeks transition into hydrophobic, and in some 
cases super-hydrophobic. There have been many reports on laser generated superhydrophobic surfaces and methods in 
which this transition can be accelerated after the substrates have been processed, however very little investigation into effect of 
processing environment in laser texturing process has been published. Shielding gases such as argon are used in other laser 
processing technologies to modify the laser material interaction between the laser and the substrate which is the core research 
topic for this paper. Our results show that processing under an argon atmosphere changes the appearance of the surface to the 
naked eye, reduces the overall removal of material and shortens the anti-wetting transition when compared to laser texturing under 
normal atmospheric conditions.
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Guidelines for optimizing laser and process parameters for ultrafast laser ablation will be presented based on the results of a 
detailed laser-material interaction study that included measuring ablation rates, heat affected zones and surface roughness for 
25 different materials. This investigation was performed as a function of pulse duration (400 fs – 18 ps), pulse fluence, and laser 
wavelength using a 40 W modelocked, 1035 nm Yb Fiber MOPA with additional extra-cavity frequency doubling and frequency 
tripling stages. The data indicate that for ablative material processing of metals, semiconductors and plastic materials, operation 
near an optimum pulse fluence of about 1 J/cm2 leads to maximum ablation rates while minimizing the heat affected zone. The 
effect of burst mode operation on ablation rate and processing quality will be reviewed.

High-Power Picosecond Laser Machining of Advanced Materials 

Sundar Marimuthu1, James Laker1, Bethan Smith1
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Over the last few years, there has been an increased interest on the exploitation of new-advanced materials (from hard ceramics 
to coated composites) in high-value manufacturing; most of which are not compatible with conventional machining including 
continuous-wave and long pulse lasers. Over the last two decades, short (nanosecond (ns)) and ultra-short (picosecond (ps); 
femtosecond (fs)) pulse laser machining has been evaluated by various researchers and proposed as an alternative to the current 
state-of-the-art machining techniques for advanced materials. However, most of the established/existing research on this topic 
is based on low power lasers (<100 W), which are not suitable for industrial production environments due to their low material 
removal rate.

This paper presents the results of a fundamental study performed using a 300 W picosecond laser for the deep machining of 
various advanced materials, including tungsten carbide, metal-matrix composites and nickel superalloy. The influence of various 
laser parameters on the geometric precision and quality (surface and sub-surface) of the ablated area was analysed, and the 
ablation mechanism is discussed. At optimal conditions, no significant thermal defects such as a recast layer, micro crack or heat-
affected zone were observed, even at a high average power of 300 W. The material removal rate (MRR) seems to be proportional 
to the average power of the laser. Edge wall taper appears to be the major issue that needs to be resolved to enable industrial 
exploitation of high power ultra-short pulse lasers.

Sponsored by
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Laser micro-processing is a digital technology offering high degree of accuracy and selectivity, which can be exploited in processes 
such as printing, sintering and patterning of micrometric-sized wide conductive tracks for applications in flexible electronics [1]. 
Being able to selectively sinter printed tracks enables using cost-effective flexible substrates, which would otherwise degrade 
if employing other traditional non-selective sintering techniques, e.g. oven sintering. Further, laser patterning can be used to 
selectively remove material from the sintered tracks to facilitate making vertical interconnections at desired locations, while avoiding 
damage to underlying functional layers. All this is possible owning to the highly confined exposure of the materials to the laser 
radiation. Particularly when using short pulsed lasers in the range of nano to femtoseconds, the undesired heat affected zones 
can be limited to just a few micrometres or less [2]. Highly integrated modern laser sources with advanced computer numerical 
control and fast optical scanning systems allow for an accuracy in positioning and steering a laser beam in the range of just a few 
micrometres across large areas, which can typically reach several hundreds of millimetres.

In this work, these laser-based techniques are combined to achieve sintered and patterned conductive tracks for applications in 
flexible biosensors and RFIDs antennas. Two-probes conductivity measurements are performed after the laser processes to ensure 
the resistance of the tracks falls within specifications. Confocal microscopy is in addition employed to measure the diameters of the 
patterned blind holes that allow vertical interconnections, and to examine possible damage to the underlying functional layers after 
the processes. The resulting conductive and patterned tracks show a resistance better than 10x bulk silver, while the patterned 
blind holes have a mean diameter of 33.6±0.6 µm, after selectively removing an approximate printed line thickness of about 1 µm, 
without causing damage to the base functional substrate.

[1] F. Zacharatos, I. Theodorakos, P. Karvounis, S. Tuohy, N. Braz, S. Melamed, A. Kabla, F. de la Vega, K. Andritsos, A. Hatziapostolou, D. 
Karnakis, I. Zergioti (2018) Selective laser sintering of laser printed Ag nanoparticle micropatterns at high repetition rates, Materials, 11-11, pp. 
2142.
[2] R. Le Harzic, N. Huot, E. Audouard, C. Jonin, P. Laporte, S. Valette, A. Fraczkiewicz, R. Fortunier (2002) Comparison of heat-affected zones 
due to nanosecond and femtosecond laser pulses using transmission electronic microscopy, Applied Physics Letters, 80-21, pp. 3886-3888.
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Laser engraving is technique that allows to improve the physicochemical properties of the ceramic materials, e.g., adhesion, 
biointegration, hardness and beside corrosion, wear and fiction resistances. For these reasons, this technology is employed 
by numerous industries as, aerospace, biomedical, automotive and naval. The properties of the laser engraved materials are 
determined by the characteristics of the cells, e.g., shape, width or diameter, morphology and defects (cracks and pores). The 
features of the cells are defined by laser beam-material interaction. The energy fluence threshold, energy depth penetration and 
incubation factor are parameters that represent the laser beam-material interaction. Thus, the knowledge of these parameters allow 
the design of the physicochemical properties of the materials. These parameters depend on the chemical and physical properties 
of the material, as well as the properties of the laser beam. For these reasons, the laser beam-material interaction parameters for 
different materials, were studied in the present work. The cells were carried out at various energies per pulse and various number 
of the pulses with a nanosecond pulsed fibre laser. The cells were analysed via optical microscopy and optical profilometry. The 
energy fluence threshold, incubation factor and energy depth penetration were estimated via statistical analysis (liner regression) of 
the width or diameter and depth of the cells produced. The energy depth penetration and energy fluence threshold were calculated 
for single pulse. Furthermore, these parameters were reduced with the increasing of pulse number. With knowledge of these 
parameters for a given ceramic material, it is possible to determine suitable laser engraving parameters for a particular application. 
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Laser engraving has become an essential manufacturing route to generate permanently inscribed structures on the surface of 
various materials. Engraving has wide-ranging application in the automotive, aerospace, and electronic industries, where they are 
used for product identification and traceability. 

Using lower average power nanosecond pulsed lasers (<50 W) to achieve high-quality engraving is an established technique. 
However, as with any manufacturing process, high throughput is a key requirement which demands the use of higher average 
power lasers (>50 W). Nonetheless, the increase in throughput does not always lead to high process quality, owing to laser-
induced thermal accumulation in the workpiece. There is, therefore, a demand for optimised process parameters and scanning 
strategies which alleviate thermal load whilst providing high productivity at high quality during high average power engraving. 

In this presentation, we investigate the influence of different process parameters such as pulse duration, energy dose, and pulse 
repetition frequency on the material removal rate, surface roughness and morphology using a pulse tunable 100 W nanosecond 
fibre laser.  Also, building on our previous work on laser machining of glass [1,2] and stainless steel [3] using an interlacing 
method of scanning, we provide a finite element thermal model to examine the impact of different laser beam scanning strategies. 
Ultimately, we demonstrate that the interlacing mode of scanning alleviates thermal accumulation. In addition, high-quality 
engraving is achievable with high average power nanosecond lasers, using optimised laser beam scanning strategies and process 
parameters.

[1] K.L. Wlodarczyk, A.A. Lopes, P. Blair, M.M. Maroto-Valer. Hand (2019) Interlaced laser beam scanning: method enabling an increase in the 
throughput of ultrafast laser machining of borosilicate glass, Journal of Manufacturing and Materials Processing, vol.3, pp.14
[2] K.L. Wlodarczyk, J. Schille, L. Naumann A.A. Lopes, I. Bitharis, P. Bidare, S. Dondieu, P. Blair, U. Loeschner, A. J. Moore,  M.M Maroto-Valer, 
D.P. Hand (2020) Investigation of an interlaced laser beam scanning method for ultrashort pulse laser micromachining applications, Journal of 
Materials Processing Technology, vol.285, pp.12
[3] S.D. Dondieu, K.L. Wlodarczyk, P. Harrison, A. Rosowski, J. Gabzdyl, R.L. Reuben, D.P Hand (2020) Process optimization for 100 W 
nanosecond pulsed fibre laser engraving of 316L grade stainless steel, vol.4, pp.110
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We report recent progress to develop a multi-modal sensory needle capable of measuring both electrical properties and physical 
tissue change concurrently. Such signals are of great importance in health care and disease monitoring with examples including 
but not limited to Motor Neuron Disease1, inflammation2 and peripheral arterial disease3. Many health care diagnostics require more 
than one measurement with electrical, physical, chemical and visual changes being amongst some of the key modes. Current 
techniques employ single point measurements, whereby many diseases need to be tracked over time in order to produce an 
effective diagnosis. We aim at developing a multi-modal, minimally invasive tool allowing continuous measurements.

The sensory needles presented here have been fabricated from standard fused silica telecoms optical fibres (SMF-28E) with a 
cladding diameter of 125 microns via a combination of fibre tapering (reducing the overall size) and pico-second laser (TRUMPF 
TruMicro 5x50 operating at 515nm) micro milling of the tip (reducing the insertion force required). The final dimensions of the needle 
are 2mm in length with a tip diameter of 20 microns and 45 degree laser machined tip. The needles then have a Fabry Perot cavity 
inscribed into the fibre about 200 microns from the tip to monitor cavity length changes induced by blood pressure just below the 
Epidermis. These is also an electrical track running through the needle, that can be used for neural electronic measurements.  

We present the results from the laser micro milling of the tapered tips, the tested tip geometries and their performance with 
insertion into soft tissue, together with preliminary pressure test results.  We also present the full process flow for fabrication of the 
complete device.

[1] McDermott, C. J., & Shaw, P. J. (2008). Diagnosis and management of motor neurone disease. BMJ (Clinical research ed.), 336(7645), 658–662.
[2] Li, Z., Navarro-Alvarez, N., Keeley, E. J., Nowell, N. H., Goncalves, B., Huang, C. A., & Evans, C. L. (2017). Non-invasive monitoring of skin 
inflammation using an oxygen-sensing paint-on bandage. Biomedical optics express, 8(10), 4640–4651.
[3] Hankey GJ, Norman PE, Eikelboom JW. Medical treatment of peripheral arterial disease. JAMA. 2006 Feb 1;295(5):547-53.
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Optical fibre technology is utilised for an abundance of applications in fields including telecommunications, built environment, 
remote sensing and medical instrumentation to name just a few. Optical fibres are inexpensive, flexible and narrow - offering 
access to otherwise inaccessible areas for sensing and diagnostics at a distance. Ever improving fibre design, manufacture, 
materials and photonic techniques continue to accelerate fibre optic adoption further still. One practical limitation of optical fibre 
implementation often arises at the fibre tip, where manipulation of the light for the intended application requires bulky optics and 
alignment mechanics, much larger than the fibre cross-section. Fibre tip components are typically fabricated using traditional 
manufacturing techniques and assembled manually by means of labour-intensive active alignment. 

We propose that a laser-based glass microfabrication technology is ideally suited to manufacturing components for fibre tip 
instrumentation. The technique relies on ultrashort laser pulses to inscribe three-dimensional structures in fused silica glass, which 
are subsequently removed by selective chemical etching. Commonly referred to as ultrafast laser assisted etching (ULAE), when 
optimised, the laser modification can enhance the etching rate by 1000 times1, enabling unrivalled fabrication design freedom and 
tolerance precision. Additionally, several features can be fabricated on a single substrate, offering a simple solution for aligning 
components passively.

To demonstrate this potential, we present fibre-coupled turning mirrors for gap-sensing2 and tilt-detection for structural health 
monitoring with sensitivities of 5 nm and 0.014 mrad respectively, and passively aligned microlenses for fibre coupling applications 
ranging from astronomy to therapeutics. We further investigate the feasibility of fabricating optical components directly within the 
core and cladding of single and multicore optical fibres – demonstrating turning mirrors with an aperture of just 30 μm. 

[1] C. A. Ross, D. G. MacLachlan, D. Choudhury R. R. Thomson, “Optimisation of ultrafast laser assisted etching in fused silica,” 2018, Opt. Express 
26(19), 24343

[2] T. Y. Cosgun, A. Dzipalski, C. A. Ross, R. R. Thomson, M. Kingston, S. Brooks and W. N. MacPherson, “Sub-mm Gap Sensor Using Fibre Optic 
Fabry-Perot Interferometry for Long-Term Structural Health Monitoring,” in 2020 IEEE Photonics Conference (IPC), Vancouver, Canada
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Laser materials processing systems and technologies use high intensity laser beams that deliver manufacturing process capabilities 
across a wide range of materials and length scales. We are familiar with traditional processes such as cutting, welding, drilling, 
additive manufacturing, micromachining or engraving. More recent applications include laser surface structuring, laser cleaning, 
laser glass etching and welding.    These laser-based manufacturing innovations have become essential elements of the 
manufacturer’s tool box. Driven by exhaustive research from academia and industrial innovations, they underpin the realisation of 
products worth many trillions of dollars per year, and impact the business positions of every industrial sector. So what of the future 
prospects for laser materials processing? Armed with my rather hazy crystal ball, I will attempt to highlight future opportunities for 
laser materials processing to further its reach and economic impact, and in particular, improve the world we live in. 

A Revolution in Laser Material Processing – 25 Years of Fibre and Ultrafast Lasers

Silke Pflueger
Member of the Technical Advisory Board of Fraunhofer Institute for Laser Technology

Corresponding author: pfluegers@yahoo.com

We are celebrating the 25th anniversary of AILU with this special ILAS which gives us the opportunity to look at two laser 
technologies which took off at around the same time: fibre lasers and ultrashort pulse (USP) lasers. Whilst fibre lasers were first 
discovered in the 1960s, they were all but forgotten until the early 1990s. The early 1990s also saw the development of the first 
femtosecond lasers. 

Twenty-five years ago lasers started being used as a standard tool in production lines – for example, hundreds of high power YAGs 
were used by VW for body-in-white welding. These days fibre lasers have mostly replaced YAG and CO2 lasers in industrial high-
power CW applications and have upended the marking market. 

While fibre lasers have mostly replaced previous generations of lasers, USP lasers enabled many new machining processes by 
utilising non-linear material properties. They are now established as a tool of choice for products that we did not even think about 
25 years ago. USP lasers are key in the manufacturing of those new products such as smartphones and new flat screen TVs. 

This presentation will look back over the last 25 years to see how far we have come in such a short time. 
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